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ABSTRACT
The early 20th century marks the beginning of an important new period in the
history of the tombak, the main percussion instrument in Iranian Classical Music. This
period is referred to as the ‘modern era’ of tombak. It is characterized by the development
of Western based music notation for the tombak, the tombak’s rise in social status, and its
increase in musical importance. The objective of this study is to better understand the
new role and repertoire of the tombak in this era, fixed by notation and situated in the
foreground of the concert stage. The research method centers on a close examination of
compositions for tombak duet. Such works, composed starting around the middle of the
20th century, comprise an important representation of the modern tombak era. At the core
of this thesis is the structural analysis of seven tombak duets, composed by four masters.
The focus of the analyses is to determine the compositional approaches and techniques
used to create these pieces. By identifying key compositional techniques, this analysis
will shed light on the tombak’s new musical role in the modern era.
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Note on Transliterations
All the transliterated text found in this thesis is taken from oral and written sources. I will
not be using my own system for transliteration. I will instead use the transliterations
found in my written sources: Mohammad Reza Azadehfar, Jean During, Ella Zonis, and
Dariush Zarbafian, as well as from my oral sources: Abtin Ghafari and Dariush
Zarbafian.
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This thesis is a comparative study of the music of four composers. These
composers are all artistically linked to the musical tradition of Iranian Classical Music;
formerly know by some as musiqi-ye sonnati.1 The works I have chosen to study are all
written for the tombak, the main percussion instruments from this tradition. To study and
compare these works, I will perform a structural musical analysis of each piece. The
analyses are contained in the main and final section of this study, Chapter 3. Before
performing the analyses, brief historical and biographical information will be given in
Chapter 2. In this chapter, I provide background information on the history of the tombak
and on the artistic life of each composer. The first chapter of this study will examine
preliminary issues concerning my research topic and the field of ethnomusicology.

1

Ameneh Youssefzadeh, “Iran’s Regional Musical Traditions in the Twentieth Century: A Historical
Overview,” Iranian Studies 38/3 (2005): 419.

1

CHAPTER 1: THESIS TOPIC AND PREVIOUS ACADEMIC
SCHOLARSHIP
In the first chapter of this thesis, I contextualize my topic within previous
ethnomusicological academic writings. A key feature of my research, somewhat unusual
in ethnomusicology, is the focus on individual composers --creative individuals--and the
use of written compositions as primary sources instead of oral sources. In this chapter, I
frame these particularities within the field of ethnomusicology. Then, I summarize
previous studies dealing with the rhythmic aspect of Iranian music before concluding
with a more detailed description of the topic for this research.

Creative Individuals as a Topic in Ethnomusicology
The fields of ethnomusicology and musicology have been closely connected since
their inception. Early ethnomusicological works were placed under the rubric
‘comparative musicology’.2 The term ethnomusicology itself only became common usage
during the mid-1950’s.3 During the development of this field, ethnomusicology at times
found itself in opposition to musicology. Among the various differences between the two
fields was the attention given to the creative process of individuals.
According to scholar Laudan Nooshin, comparative musicologists (early
ethnomusicologists) questioned the focus given to individual composers by Western
musicology.4 This divergence of research interests led ethnomusicologists’ attention
towards social settings and contextual significance and away from individual creativity
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until the 1970’s.5 But, during the 1980’s, scholars such as Timothy Rice, John Blacking,
and Klaus Wachsmann began to bring awareness to the issue of individual creativity and
its place in ethnomusicological research.6
By acknowledging creative individuals in ethnomusicology, agency regarding
musical creation (or generation)7 is connected to specific individuals instead of collective
social groups. This shift in the understanding of musical creation displaces creative
genesis from inter-personal musical interaction to the intra-personal mind of individuals.
In other words, musical creation occurs within the creative power of an individual mind
instead of in the collaborative force of several minds.
At the foundation of this conceptual shift is the distinction between creativity
within the individual’s body and creativity outside the individual’s body. Creativity
within one individual’s body acknowledges that individual as being uniquely gifted or
talented and separates him/her from the rest of the community. Creativity outside
individual’s body is a type of creativity that is collaborative in nature and relies in part on
the musical interaction of several people. Since this form of creation exists outside the
body it can be seen as an external entity that exhibits its own characteristics that are
independent from the participants’ traits. It is my belief that these two forms of creativity
should not be separate from each other but rather seen as interactive forces. From my
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view, internal and external forms of creativity feed from each other. External creativity is
the combination of intra-personal experiences and other external factors (nature,
metaphysical entities, etc.), it is the meeting point between several independent
‘participants’. Internal creativity finds inspiration from external creativity, synthesizes
itself to the external influence and feeds the product back into the external sources. We
therefore have a complex interaction between creative individuals and external creative
forces. For a lack of better terms, these two creative sources will be labeled as
‘composer’ for internal creativity and ‘tradition’ for external creativity within this thesis.
Both of these terms have complex definition, but I think that a general understanding of
the terms can meet the needs of this thesis.
Ethnomusicological studies addressing Iranian music have also looked at the topic
of composition and creative individuals.8 An important aspect mentioned in these articles
is the advent of Western notation in Iran.

Western Music Notation in Iran
Western music notation has been used in Iran since the mid-19th century9; several
masters used it to transcribe the radif, the main repertoire for Classical Iranian Music, in
particular Abol Hassan Saba10, d. 1957, and Moussa Ma’aroufi11, b.1889. 12 Western
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notation was also incorporated into the curriculum of universities.13 According to
ethnomusicologist Jean During, universities in Iran in the twentieth, apart from teaching
Western music notation, also taught Western Art Music history, solfège, composition,
harmony, and counterpoint.14
A study done by ethnomusicologist Bruno Nettl in 1969 showed that the majority
of Iranian musicians accepted western music notation as a useful tool.15 One of the
reasons for the acceptance of Western music notation was because of a felt need among
the Iranian musical community for fixed compositions.16 This need was fueled by their
interest in group performances, which is very difficult with Iranian traditional music
because of its improvisatory nature.17 According to scholar Hormoz Farhat, Iranian
compositions fall into four categories pishdaramad, reng, chaharmezrab, and tasnif.18
Although these four categories are probably the most common forms of compositions,
today Classical Iranian compositions can take other forms. For instance, the pieces
studied in this research do not fall within the categories mentioned by Farhat (I will
address the structural form of the pieces in the analysis portion of this paper, Chapter 3).
To better understand the role that pishdaramad, reng, chaharmezrab, and tasnif play in
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music performances, I will quickly look at the form of a Classical Iranian music
performance.

Form of a Classical Iranian Music performance
In a Classical Iranian Music performance, also referred to as a ‘suite’, the music is
often presented in a series of movements. The numbers and types of movements
comprised in a performance are not consistent throughout history and between
performance groups. Caton and Zonis describe the most basic form I came across in
scholarly literature. They write that a classical Iranian suite consists of four movements
titled pishdaramad, avaz, tasnif, and reng 19 Each of these titles represent a specific
musical form with unique musical features. The entire performance can be seen as a type
of suite where each movement has a standardized title and a conventional form. Below, I
will summarize some of the standard characteristics of each movement while focusing on
rhythmic and metric aspects.
Pishdaramad is the first piece of a performance, it is commonly in 6/4 time
signature, has long rhythmic phrases, and a grave or moderate tempo.20 Avaz is a portion
of the radif played or sang in a free-metered and improvisatory style.21 Tasnif is a
composed piece with a metered rhythm. The time signatures 2/4, 6/8, and occasionally
5/8 are the most common metric structures for tasnif compositions, however there is no
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definitive metric standard for composing this type of piece.22 Finally, a reng is
traditionally played to accompany dances, however it is also used to conclude a
performance.23 A reng is typically in 6/8 and is characterized by a very particular rhythm,
a dotted half note followed by a sixteenth note, see Figure 1. Audio for musical examples
can be found in accompanying audio files.

Figure 1: Tehrani method book exercise #80; fundamental rhythm in reng (6/8
dance). 24
To this basic structure for a classical Iranian suite, pishdaramad, avaz, tasnif, and
reng, other scholars have mentioned possible variants. Azadehfar inserts daramad and
chaharmezrab sections to the beginning of the performance. Daramad is a portion of the
radif played in a free-metered and improvisation based style.25 Chaharmezrab is
rhythmically characterized by a recurring rhythmic motif in 3/8, 6/8, or 6/16.26 According
to Azadehfar, the form for a calssical performance is pishdaramad, daramad,
charharmezrab, avaz, tasnif, and reng. The exact placement of the charharezrab or
charharmezrab-ha, according to Farhat, is not consistent.27 Farhat explains that a
charharmezrab may be found at the begin or end of the performance and may act as a
substitute for the pishdaramad or reng. Therefore, there is flexibility for the form of the
performance and the placement and order of the movements.
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Academic Studies on Iranian Rhythms
In this section, I will be looking at studies by Western scholars Margeret Caton,
Ella Zonis, scholars native to Iranian culture Mohammad Reza Azadehfar, Dariush
Zarbafian, and Est Asian scholar Gne’ichi Tsuge. Note that, although the cultural and
national background of these scholars are different, each has acquired in depth
understanding of Iranian music and culture and Western academic research.
In 1965, scholar Ella Zonis wrote about how the subject of rhythm in Persian
music hasn’t received much attention from musicians and theorists.28 She implies that
this phenomenon could be due to the fact that the majority of the radif is non-metric and
thus lacks a clearly defined rhythm.29
Zonis also wrote that the rhythmic features that are present in Persian music are
entirely based on poetry.30 In other words, the meter and rhythm of the poetry define and
guide the music’s meter and rhythm. Consequently, the majority of scholarly works
dealing with Iranian music (sometimes referred to as Persian music) focus primarily on
the music’s relation to the poetry and poetic metric theories.31
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Apart from correlating musical rhythms to poetry in Classical Iranian Music,
researchers have also given much attention to ancient rhythmic cycles or modes.32 These
rhythmic cycles are documented and theorized in treatises by scholars writing from
within the Islamic civilizations that ruled Iran, such as Al-Farabi33 (d. circa 950), Safi AlDin34 (d. 1294), Abd Al-Rahman Jami35 (1414-92), and other scholars from the same
periods. Scholarly works dealing with the ancient rhythmic cycles often describe and
analyze the cycles, addressing issues like how they were written, their construction, and
their structures. Scholars writing on this topic all seem to agree that the ancient rhythmic
cycles and terminologies have been forgotten (or drastically transformed) in Iran and are
no longer used by 20th century musicians.36
The beginning of the 20th century marks a period of important development in
regards to the rhythmic aspect in Classical Iranian Music. In Dariush Zarbafian’s doctoral
thesis, he writes that the rhythmic systems in Iran can be classified into two periods
during which time they were subject to major external influences. There is the period of
the onset of Islamic influence extending from the 7th century to the 9th century and the
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period of Iran’s overture to the West beginning at the 20th century.37 Zarbafian also writes
the tombak in particular underwent drastic changes at the beginning of the 20th century.38
In his view, Western influence on Iranian rhythms has had a detrimental outcome.39
However, my sources, including Zarbafian, indicate that the tombak benefited
immensely from events occurring during the period of Western influence in terms of
social status and musical prominence.40 The tombak ‘benefited’ from this period in the
sense that its musical vocabulary expanded, its role during musical performances grew,
and its social status increased. The main factors that helped develop the tombak’s social
status, musical role, and repertoire were the social and political changes occurring in Iran
at the beginning of the 20th century (i.e. the constitutional revolution), and the work of
tombak master Hossein Tehrani (1912-1973).41 We can therefore understand the
tombak’s development during the 20th century as twofold;42 the first part is extra-musical,
the tombak’s rise in social status influenced among other factors by the constitutional
revolution, and the second part is musical, the development of playing techniques and
repertoire started by Tehrani and continued by later masters.
In his thesis, Rhythmic Structure in Iranian Music, Mohammad Reza Azadehfar’s
also singles out Hossein Tehrani’s work as an important tombak master. Azadehfar lists
twenty rhythms from Tehrani’s tombak training book. He writes that those twenty
37
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rhythmic examples best represent every meter currently played on tombak.43 He also
writes that the study of those rhythms would result in a general understanding of the
rhythmic characteristics in tombak performance.44 The importance of Tehrani’s work in
the history of the tombak has been made very clear by Zarbafian and Azadehfar’s
writings as well as the writings of a few other scholars.45 For this reason, the research for
this present study begins with the works of Tehrani.

Thesis Research Topic
I was first exposed to Classical Iranian Music in an undergraduate course taught
by Dariush Zarbafian who is one of the composers addressed in this thesis as well as one
of my two informants. After this course, I pursued private tombak studies with Zarbafian
for several years. During this time, I learnt playing techniques, traditional rhythms and
contemporary pieces for tombak. Another tombak teacher with whom I have studied is
Abtin Gahfari who acted as the second informant for this research. It is important to note
that my lessons with both these teachers involved an equal mixture of oral based
transmission as well as written exercises and pieces from established pedagogical books.
Before the twentieth century, Iranian musical traditions was orally transmitted.46
After the adaptation of Western based notation into Iranian Classical Music, two
pedagogical approaches were developed. One school, defined by Zarbafian as “pure
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traditionalist” 47 refused to incorporate notation into their teaching and continued to rely
solely on oral transmission. The other school, labelled as the “mixed school” 48, use oral
transmission supported by Western notation. In the mixed school, Western notation is
seen as mnemonic. Notation is therefore only an aid for memory and does not substitute
orality. Having been educated through the mixed school, I believe that as the practice and
pedagogy of Iranian Classical Music continues to expand geographically, students who
do not have easy access to qualified teachers will increasingly depend on written
pedagogical books. This will bring about new discussions regarding the transmission of
tombak rhythms, the view Western notation in Iranian Classical Music pedagogy, the
capabilities and/or inadequacies of relying on notation to transmit Iranian musical
repertoires, and the transformative effect notation based education may have on the
content and character of the music itself.
During my tombak education with Zarbafian, I was exposed to traditional
accompaniment rhythms, tombak training books written by Bahman Rajabi (1939-), and
Zarbafian’s own tombak compositions. After some time of taking lessons and learning
different aspects about the tombak, I decided to take a closer look at the music for tombak
to broaden my understanding of this instrument and its musical tradition. This objective
led to the present thesis.
The early 20th century marks an important divide in the tombak’s history.
Ethnomusicologist Jean During describes this period as the beginning of the ‘modern
tombak school,’49 which, as we will see later, can be divided into smaller schools.
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Recognizing the creation of a new school implies that tombak playing in the 20th century
was significantly different then in the 19th century and earlier. Such an observation
correlates perfectly with Zarbafian’s divisions in Iran’s rhythmic history. Regarding the
systems used in Iran to theorize and practice rhythms, Zarbafian defines the 20th century
as the beginning of Iran’s overture to the West.50 I believe that by taking into
consideration the divisions made by scholars During and Zarbafian, we can confidently
describe the early 20th century as the beginning of the ‘modern tombak era.’
Three fundamental features of the modern tombak era are the adoption of musical
notation systems based on Western music notation, the tombak’s rise in social status,51
and the tombak’s increase in popularity within musical contexts. In Iranian Classical
Music, the tombak had always played the role of accompaniment. It was only in the 20th
century that the instrument began to appear in solo roles.52 In essence, the tombak was
initially an accompaniment instrument that, due to the work of certain virtuoso masters,
in particular Hossein Tehrani, gradually began to take more prominence socially and
musically until it found itself at the forefront of the stage. The modern tombak era
therefore witnesses the instrument’s transition from oral to written and from the social
and musical background to the social and musical foreground.
In the mid-20th century, as masters were developing a method for notating the
tombak’s rhythms and exploring its potential as a solo instrument, Hossein Tehrani
established and led the first tombak ensemble, around the year 1958.53 This ensemble was
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solely made up of tombak-ha 54, which was a new and innovative idea at the time.
Performances of Tehrani’s ensemble can be found on YouTube;55 here the group consists
of seven tombak players. Since Tehrani’s ensemble, many other tombak groups that use
written scores based on Western notation have been formed.
The music for tombak ensembles, more specifically written compositions for
tombak duet, is the main topic of this thesis. I will focus on duets because it is the type of
ensemble formation found in the most popular pedagogical tombak books.56 The
compositions for tombak duet are therefore very accessible, commonly known in tombak
pedagogy, and are part of modern tombak education. To my knowledge, no research has
been performed on tombak groups, the music they perform, or the individuals who
compose the music. As I have mentioned, the majority of the studies relating to rhythms
in Iranian music focus either on poetry or ancient music treatises. Therefore, very few
studies look at aspects of 20th century tombak playing and none, to my knowledge,
address compositions written for tombak duet.
I would like to highlight here that although I am addressing written compositions,
the nature of this form of notation is arguably not the same as the concept of notation
found in Western Art Music. My use if the term ‘notation’ in this thesis refers to a writing
practice very closely related to oral tradition. The music addressed in this study has very
strong roots in an oral based pedagogy. It can be argued that the notation system used to
54
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write the music found in this study insufficiently represents the complexities and
subtleties of the rhythms and timbres. From this perspective, the tombak ‘notation
system’ is a form ‘transcription’. Meaning, it transforms a sonic musical work into a
written representation of the work. The consequences of such a transformation is that the
essential ‘life’ of the music, its sonic energy and intricate gestures, are lost and we are left
with a visual mnemonic representation of the work. However, the benefit of dealing with
a written score is that we can clearly see the content, the structure, and the development
of the piece. Because the main interest of this thesis is musical content, structure,
development, and not the performance of the piece, I would argue that studying written
compositions is in this case justifiable. In the conclusion for this thesis, I will never the
less return to this issue and address the benefits and disadvantages of studying written
tombak works.
I believe that tombak ensembles provide a perfect case study to begin uncovering
characteristics of the modern tombak era. Tombak groups were created at the outset of
this new era and have continued into the 21st century. In this time span, several prominent
masters have composed pieces for tombak ensemble. By studying these compositions, we
can better understand how the tombak transitioned from an oral to a written repertoire and
how it found a new place in center stage.
In this present study, I will try to determine some characteristics of the modern
tombak era by undertaking structural analyses of a group of compositions for tombak
duet. My focus will be on uncovering the approaches and techniques the composers used
to write their pieces. I will also examine the motivic content of the pieces to see if they
have a common source or if there was any musical borrowing. My hope is that, by
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researching the composers’ approaches for writing their music and by looking at the
motivic sources, I can better understand how the tombak is treated in a written context
and as the main instrument of a piece. This in turn can give insight into the tombak’s
musical role in its modern era.
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CHAPTER 2: HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL
OVERVIEW
During this section, I will be using interviews that I have conducted with Abtin
Gahfari as a reference in combination in various written sources. Gahfari is a professional
tombak player, he has performed in concerts in Iran and Turkey as well as in Turkish
television and radio programs. Gahfari is currently a performer and teacher in Canada. He
has studied the tombak with masters such as Dariush Zargari and Bahman Rajabi and has
also performed research into the history of the tombak.

Tombak - Historical Aspects and Description
Percussion instruments in Iran can be traced back five thousand years through
archeological discoveries.57 However, the tombak itself is dated to the more recent past.
During places the origin of the tombak within the Qajar period (1785-1925).58 It is
important to note that the tombak has been given several names with various
pronunciations and spelling. Today the name ‘tombak’ is the most commonly used,
however it is also commonly spelt ‘tonbak’ and another frequently used name is ‘zarb’.
For a complete list of names used for the tombak see Zarbafian’s thesis Tombac et
l’histoire du rythme en Iran.59
The tombak is a goblet shaped hand drum. Today the size of the drum can vary, a
large tombak is approximately twelve inches in diameter and eighteen inches tall. The
shell is carved from various types of tree trunks, commonly mulberry, and the head of the
57
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drum is typically camel or goatskin, see Figure 1 below for pictures of a contemporary
tombak.

Figure 2: pictures of contemporary tombak. 60

Before the twentieth century, the tombak was primarily used to accompany
melodic instruments, singers, and only rarely appeared in solo 61 during certain private
celebrations, rhythmic songs, dances, and theater presentations.62 It was only during the
twentieth century that the tombak began to be commonly appear in solo performances.63
Another important development for the tombak during the twentieth century is its
rise in social status. Before this period, the tombak was seen as a socially low
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instrument.64 It is only in the recent past that the tombak has become closer in social rank
to the melodic instruments from Iran. The tombak’s change in social status as well as its
increasing appearances as a solo instrument is due to the work of the tombak masters of
the twentieth century.

Modern Schools of Tombak
During the first half of the twentieth century, tombak masters Hossein
Tehrani (1912-1973) and Nasser Efetetah (1925-1977) established the two main tombak
schools.65 Below, Figure 2 shows the two main schools. Notice that Zarbafian is
connected to both schools since he studied with Ayan, Rajabi, and Esmâ‘ili. To limit the
figure, I have only included the names of tombak masters relevant to this study.
Ancient tombak masters

Nasser Eftetah

Morteza Ayan

Hossein Tehrani

Bahman Rajabi

Mohammad Esmâ‘ili

Dariush Zarbafian
Figure 3: Division of two main modern schools of tombak, Eftetah’s school and
Tehrani’s school.
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Abtin Gahfari, interview.
Dariush Zarbafian, interviewed by author, December 27, 2015.
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One important difference between these two schools is their method for
transcribing tombak rhythms. Tehrani’s school uses a musical writing system based on
three lines while Eftetah’s school uses a system based on a single line.66
Masters Hossein Dehlavi, Houshang Zarif, Mostafa Purtab, and Farhad
Fakhreddini in collaboration with Tehrani developed a music writing system that divided
the tombak’s playing surface into three zones.67 Each zone was represented by a separate
line on the staff resulting in a total of three lines. Symbols are then added on top of a note
to specify which finger and technique to use for each note. Figure 3 is an example of
three-line staff notation. Audio for Figures 3 and 4 can be found in accompanying audio
files.
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Figure 4: Example of three-line staff notation.
Eftetah’s school developed a writing language based on a single line, which is the
notation style most commonly used today. Single-line tombak notation relies solely on
the symbols written above the notes to indicate, fingering, technique, and with area on the
playing surface is used. Figure 4 is an example of a single-line staff notation.
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Figure 5: Example of one-line staff notation.
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HOSSEIN TEHRANI – Overview of Artistic Life

70

Figure 6: Hossein Tehrani playing tombak.
Hossein Tehrani (1912-1973)71 is known as one of the most important tombak
players in the twentieth century.72 His work as a musician is considered to be the
foundation for the ‘modern tombak school,’73
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Mohammad Esmâ‘ili, Course of Tombak, ed. Siâmak Banâi (Tehran: Mahoor Institute of Culture and Art,
1382 (Hijri calendar) ), 6.
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the Tombak Network website, “Ostad Hosain Tehrani,”
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During, La musique iranienne, 90.
Farhat, “Iran. Classical Traditions.”
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Terhani is considered to be a tombak virtuoso who was un-matched during his
time.74 His greatest contributions, according to Gahfari, were to help specify the tombak’s
playing techniques and to collect various rhythms for the tombak.75 His collection of
rhythms and his contributions to playing techniques are all found in one of the most
important books for teaching the tombak, Amouzesh-é Tombak. In collaboration with
Hossein Dehlavi, Hoshang Zarif, Mostafa Kamal Purtorab, and Farhad Fakhroddini,
Tehrani, wrote Amouzesh-é Tombak , the first pedagogical tombak book of its kind. This
book helped establish a methodology for teaching the tombak and for transcribing tombak
rhythms using staff based notation.76
Apart from the publication of his tombak method book, Tehrani has played on
several recordings77 and performed in concert and on the radio with many masters as well
as in solo. Tehrani was also the principal tombak teacher at the National Art School78
(Honarestan-é Musiri-é Melli).79
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During, La musique iranienne, 91.
Zonis, Classical Persian, 175.
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See discography.
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MOHAMMAD ESMÂ‘ILI – Overview of Artistic Life

80

Figure 7: Mohammad Esmâ‘ili playing tombak.
Mohammad Esmâ‘ili (1934 - ) began to study the tombak with Tehrani at the
High School of Music in 1951.81 Later, Esmâ‘ili would teach at this same school. After
completing his education, Esmâ‘ili was appointed by Tehrani as his successor. In other
words, he was entrusted to continue Tehrani’s school. In 1966, he also became the head
of the tombak department of the Ministry of Culture and Art.82
Esmâ‘ili has contributed to the tombak’s heritage through his recordings83 and
with his book Course of Tombak (Amouzesh-é Tombak). This book is meant to be a
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continuation of Tehrani’s book. It contains new exercises as well as a tombak duet piece
composed by Esmâ‘ili. The duet piece will be analyzed in section three of this paper.

BAHMAN RAJABI – Overview of Artistic Life

84

Figure 8: Bahman Rajabi playing tombak.
Bahman Rajabi (1939 - )85 is today considered one of the most influential
authorities on the tombak. By helping to shape currant tombak playing practices, a large
number of contemporary tombak players find inspiration in Rajabi’s work.86 Jean During
has highlighted Rajabi as potentially being the next Tehrani and mentions how Rajabi
raised tombak virtuosity to a new level.87
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Bahman Rajabi, Tonbak Training; Prepertory and Intermidiate Course, School of Tonbak-Playing, vol.
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Rajabi studied with several masters of his time, however he considers Nasser
Eftetah as being his most influential teacher.88 Rajabi became a sought out teacher for
many students. He has also given several lecture/recitals in schools and universities.
Rajabi’s lectures raised issues about the tombak’s social status, an important topic for
Rajabi.89 As a tombak player, he was preoccupied with the social reputation of this
instrument. He focused his work on demonstrating the musical value of the tombak both
as an accompaniment and solo instrument.90
One of his most important contributions to the tombak tradition is the writing of
four pedagogical books published into two volumes. These books are comprised of a
series of studies, each one addressing a particular tombak playing technique. His fourth
book also presents new playing techniques, specifically different types of roles each with
unique fingering. Rajabi’s studies also present some of his key compositional ideas.
Throughout the studies, Rajabi places an emphasis on motivic development and
structure.91 These compositional issues will be addressed in the musical analysis portion
of this paper.
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DARIUSH ZARBAFIAN – Overview of Artistic Life

Figure 9: Dariush Zarbafian playing tombak.92
Dariush Zarbafian (1951) began practicing music informally on the darbuka
(Arabic hand drum) at a young age. He performed at a few events while studying
economics at university. His career in economy led him to France where he performed at
his first festival concert. This experience motivated him to return to Iran to study with the
tombak masters.
When Zarbafian returned to Iran, he began his formal musical training with
Mohammad Esmâ‘ili, Bahaman Rajabi, and Morteza Ayan. His studies with these
masters allowed him to acquire an understanding of different tombak schools. He studied
for several years until Iran underwent the Islamic Revolution of 1979, when he was
forced to flee Iran and return to France.
Once returned to France, Zarbafian began his career as a professional musician
and composer. He performed in concerts throughout Europe, on the radio, and on
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television. Critics revered him as a virtuoso and an important authority on traditional
Iranian music. During this period, he also taught many students, recorded CDs and one
DVD.93
While in France, Zarbafian also studied musicology at the University of Toulouse.
His research focus was on the Iranian modal system and the ancient Iranian rhythmic
system. In 2008, he completed his doctorate in musicology with his thesis La musique
savante iranianne: contribution à l’analyse des systèmes modeaux et de la métrique94
(Iranian Art Music: Contributions to the Analysis of the Modal and Rhythmic Systems).
His research into Iran’s ancient rhythmic cycles gave him an in depth understanding of
traditional Iranian music. The insights he gained from the ancient rhythmic treatises gave
him tools for his compositions. As we will see in the analysis section, Zarbafian used the
information he acquired through his research to compose the piece addressed in the
analysis portion of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS
In this section I will undertake a comparative analysis addressing compositions
for two-part tombak pieces written during the 20th century. Hossein Tehrani, Mohammad
Esmâ‘ili, Bahman Rajabi, and Dariush Zarbaifan composed the pieces that will be
analyzed. The musical works are limited to written compositions for two tombak parts.
For the most part these are duets. Note that during the performance of certain of these
pieces, more than two tombak-ha may be required (e.g. tombak quartet or tombak
ensemble) by having several musicians play the same line in the score. However, the
score itself is only for two tombak-ha therefore I will be describing the pieces as duets.

Analytical Framework
Reference
The analytical method and techniques I will use in my analyses are influenced by
the theories presented in Simha Arom’s book African Polyphony and Polyrhythm:
Musical Structure and Methodology.95 Scholar Jean-Jaques Nattiez has described
Arom’s book African Polyphony and Polyrhythm as a seminal ethnomusicological
work.96 Nattiez explains how ethnomusicology, since the 1960’s, was focused more and
more on the anthropological aspects of music,97 thus pushing aside research aimed
towards music analysis. Nattiez credits Arom’s publication for “reasserting the validity of
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music analysis for ethnomusicological study.”98 He writes that African Polyphony and
Polyrhythm not only contributes to Central African musical scholarship but also acts as a
“methodological treatise which applies an extended and modified form of paradigmatic
analysis.”99 Nattiez credits the paradigmatic analysis method to Nicolas Ruwet and his
work, Méthode d’analyse en musicologie.100

Analytical aim
In African Polyphony and Polyrhythm, Arom describes the aim of analysis as
defining the object’s individuality, which he articulates as the identity and distinctive
properties of the object in relation to others.101 I have tried to maintain this aim within my
analyses of tombak duets. My first step is to describe what I believe to be the defining
characteristics of each individual piece, the elements that make them unique. My second
step is to compare the results of each piece to further demonstrate how they are unique or
similar in relation to each other.

Code: elements and operational rules
An important element to Arom’s method of analysis is the notion of a ‘code’. A
code in a piece of music is comprised of elements and rules.102 To my understanding,
elements are the musical content, the musical sounds themselves, and the rules are what
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guide how the elements operate. The rules are what link the sounds together, giving them
form and structure.
To conduct an analysis with Arom’s analytical method, the presence of a code
within the piece of music must be taken for granted. In other words, I must assume that
the pieces I will analyze are made up of separate elements that operate and are connected
based on a set of rules. To follow Arom’s method as much as possible, one of my
objectives in each analysis will be to define the piece’s elements and overarching rules.

Segmentation
Arom’s analytical approach requires that a musical work be continuously divided
until the ‘ultimate indivisible elements’103 are defined. Note that, in Arom’s view,
segmentation can stop at various stages:
We may, however remark that we are not always required to reach these
‘ultimate indivisible elements’. There are times when we are forced to stop at a
much earlier stage. When segmentation is carried beyond a certain limit, it may
no longer have meaning fir the participants in the musical tradition under study,
and this lose its relevance.104

In this present study, the smallest elements will be labeled ‘motives’ (this term will be
defined more clearly later). The motives can be of various lengths, but they will all be, in
my opinion, the smallest subdivision possible before loosing part of the elements
meaning or transforming it into something not conventionally found in the musical
tradition studied.
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Arom puts forth a technique for segmentation based on ‘the principle of
repetition.’105 The presence or absence of repetition can help with the identification of
elements. When a musical passage (or element) is repeated it creates a reference that
allows analysts to identify the repeated element, group it with similar elements, and
differentiate it from others. In my analyses, the division of elements (which I will identify
as motives) will be primarily based on the principle of repetition. I will identify which
musical passages are repeated. Then, based on that information, I will divide the piece
into brief motives.

Large subdivisions
Once all the motives in a piece have been determined, I will begin to identify each
motive’s variants. When two or more passages are very similar in content with only slight
differences, the first passage will be identified as the motive and following similar
passages as variants. After the motives and variants have been linked, I will group
together different motives to create larger divisions within the piece. These larger
divisions will also be based in part on the principal of repetition, but in this case on a
macro level. Another factor that will determine the larger divisions is the similarities
between the musical content of different motives. Examples of relevant similarities are
time signature (or metric structure) and tempo.
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Analytical results
This type of analysis should result in the establishment of a model for the piece as
well highlight any connections the piece has to preexisting material. A model, according
to Arom, is the skeleton of the piece.106 It is the reduction of the piece’s substance in
order to reveal only its most pertinent features and underlying pattern.107 The final step of
the analysis is to test the model to see if it can be used to create a new piece similar to the
one analyzed.108 If the model can be used to create new yet similar pieces, then the
analysis is valid.
In this study, the final model will not be a graph or template. Rather, it will be a
set of compositional guidelines. One of the focuses during the analysis will be to
determine the compositional techniques used to create the pieces. I propose that the
compositional techniques could be used as guidelines to create new pieces similar to the
ones analyzed. In this sense, the compositional techniques act as a model. Given the time
restrictions for this study however, I will not test the compositional guidelines’ ability to
create new works within this thesis.
A secondary goal in this research is to determine musical connections between the
pieces and preexisting material. The intention here is not to propose a definitive origin for
the musical content, but simply to show any connections a piece has or lack thereof with
preexisting musical material. Given the resources at my disposal, these connections will
be traced using solely written material.
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Methodology
In order to place each piece analyzed in this study within the analytical
framework proposed by Arom, I will frame each piece by addressing ten key topics. I
have chosen these topics in hopes that they will connect each piece to Arom’s theories.
The topics for each point are designed to highlight the piece’s motives (the ‘indivisible
elements’), the relationship between the motives, which gives rise to macro divisions in
the piece, and finally the compositional techniques, which are the piece’s model. I will
now briefly describe each topic.
1) Motivic material
This topic tries to determine the piece’s main ‘indivisible elements’.
2) Connections between motives and preexisting material
This topic is meant to highlight any musical content that is shared between pieces or
other written sources. In this question, I will try to determine if there are any connections
in the motivic material between the pieces as well as between the pieces and educational
tombak method books. The written sources I will be using are; the compositions analyzed
in this thesis, Tehrani’s tombak training book109, and Esmâ‘ili’s tombak training book110.
3) Accompaniment material
This topic seeks to determine the piece’s secondary ‘indivisible elements.’
4) Cadences
This topic tries to highlight any clear pauses or concluding stops within the piece. These
stops will contribute to determining the piece’s macro structure. The term cadence as it is
used in this thesis is slightly different then the definition in Western Art Music theory.
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Here, it solely referrers to a musical formula, whose content is determined by the syntax
of the given work, used as a punctuation or closure.
5) Transitional material
This topic is meant to highlight any passages that do not fall within the categories of
motive, accompaniment, or cadence. They are usually isolated passages that are
sporadically repeated if at all.
6) Relationship between tombak 1 and tombak 2
This topic is meant to clarify the different roles each tombak can have within the
compositions. It also looks at how the tombak-ha use different roles to interact with each
other. Note that in the scores tombak 1 is always in the top staff and tombak 2 on the
bottom one.
7) Development of the motives and accompaniment
This topic addresses the differences and similarities between a motive or accompaniment
and its variants. It is meant to show the compositional techniques used at a micro level.
8) Compositional techniques used to develop the materials
This topic is used to clearly define and state the micro level compositional techniques.
The compositional techniques in turn act as the piece’s model.
9) Development of the piece as a whole
This topic addresses the relationship between the different motives. It is meant to
highlight the piece’s macro structure and the compositional techniques used to create it.
10) Structuring of the piece
This topic is used to clearly define and state the compositional techniques used for macro
structure. The compositional techniques in turn act as the piece’s model.
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Terminology
Embedded in my guiding questions are certain key words that are crucial to my
analysis. During the analysis, every musical passage will be categorized either as a
motive, a variant, an accompaniment, a cadence, or as transitional material. Each terms
has a specific meanings listed below.
- Motive: an independent musical entity with unique features that differentiate it from
other materials and motives. It is the main musical idea of a passage. A motive
can be played by a single tombak or it can incorporate both tombak-ha. In this
second case, the motive can be in unison or a polyrhythmic passage.
- Variant: passage that resembles a motive but with slight differences. To resemble a
motive, the passage must posses one or more of the unique features that
characterize the initial motive. The differences can be found in various musical
components: rhythm, pitch, orchestration, etc.
- Motivic development: throughout my analyses, the concept of developing a motive
specifically means to transform a motive into one or several variants.
- Accompaniment: a musical entity with unique features whose role is secondary to a
motive. An accompaniment’s role is to support, contrast, or complement a motive,
thus making it dependant on that motive. It is the secondary musical idea of a
passage. By definition, it can only be played by a single tombak since a motive
(played by the other tombak) must be present.
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- Cadence: a passage whose only function is to conclude a section of the piece or the
piece as a whole. A cadence can be similar to another passage from the piece, but
it must also have unique properties that make it a concluding passage.
- Transitional material: a brief passage whose function is to connect the material that
precedes it to the material that follows it. It creates a link between two different
musical ideas.
- Phrase: a musical phrase is a single musical idea, usually a few measures long,
normally comprised of a single motive, one or several variants, any number of
accompaniments, and a cadence in some cases.
-Cell: this is the fundamental unit in a periodic rhythm. Cells are comprised of articulated
and unarticulated isochronous rhythmic values. Meaning, a cell is described using
a single rhythmic value (quarter note, eighth notes, sixteenth notes, etc.). The
choice of rhythmic value can vary from one analysis to another or within an
analysis depending on the musical passages. Cells can vary in length; usually
between two to five rhythmic values. When cells are combined together they
create the periodic rhythm.
- Stress point: these are the natural accents that occur within a given meter or rhythm.
Stress point equivalent to the terms “strong beat” or “strong pulse” used in
Western Art Music theory. All these terms designate the notes that should be
emphasized or accentuated when playing a rhythm. The reason I will use the term
“stress point” instead of “strong beat”, is because I want to avoid referencing the
conventions used in Western Art Music for articulating rhythms. Since this thesis
deals with Iranian music, it is important to have in consideration the conventions
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for articulating rhythms in Iranian Classical Music while doing musical analyses.
An example of the differences between Western Art Music rhythmic articulation
and Iranian Classical Music rhythmic articulation is the standard used to perform
a rhythm in a 6/8 meter. In Western Art Music, rhythms in a 6/8 meter are played
with a strong beat on the first and fourth count (1 2 3 4 5 6), however, in Iranian
Classical music rhythms in a 6/8 meter are played with stress point in the first,
second, fourth and fifth count (1 2 3 4 5 6) or on the first, third, and fifth count (1
2 3 4 5 6).
- Pitch: this term is used in relation to high verses low sounds. It does not imply that the
instruments have definite pitches (A to G), the tombak is an unpitched instrument;
my use of the word ‘pitch’ in the analyses is in reference to ‘unpitched’ high and
low sounds.
-Tom: refers to the bass tone on the tombak. Tom is a playing technique where the
tip of the Figure hit the center of the drum to create the lowest possible sound.
-Bak: refers to the high tone on the tombak. This sound is created by hitting the edge of
the drum with the upper section of the ring finger.
-Paleng: refers to another type of high tone played on the tombak. This sound is created
with a finger snap motion on the edge of the drum.

Note that the pieces in this section will be analyzed in general chronological
order; starting with Tehrani, pieces 1 to 4, followed by Esmâ‘ili, then Rajabi, and
concluding with Zarbafian. I say ‘general chronological order’ because although the
composers are placed in chronological order, and the publication of the pieces are also in
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order, it is unclear weather or not certain pieces were composed long before its
publication. Therefore, it is possible that some pieces where composed before others in
an unpublished form. Since the chronology of the pieces is not the central topic of this
research, I believe that relying on ‘general chronological order’ will give sufficient
information.

HOSSEIN TEHRANI: A Piece for Tombak Ensemble, No. 1
This analysis will be looking at four of Tehrani’s compositions. These pieces
were taken from Tehrani’s tombak training book, Amouzesh-é Tombak.111 Note that
Tehrani is credited as the composer of these four pieces but he did not write them on his
own. As previously mentioned, his tombak training book was created through Tehrani’s
collaboration with four other masters: Hossein Dehlavi, Hoshang Zarif, Mostafa Kamal
Purtorab, and Farhad Fakhroddini. The contribution of these four masters was in part the
development of a written Western based notation for the tombak and the transcription of
the exercises and pieces. 112 Therefore, the pieces collected from Tehrani’s book were
composed by him but transcribed with the help of his colleagues.
The audio for all musical examples can be found in the accompanying audio files.
1) Motivic material
There are four motives in Tehrani’s first piece. Each motive is in 2/4 time and is
two measures long. Every motive begins with tombak 1, who presents the main motivic
idea, and ends with tombak 2’s response. The tombak-ha always play in alteration and
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never simultaneously, see Appendix 1-A for list of motives. Note, in the musical
examples, when two staffs are connected together they will always represent tombak 1 on
the first line and tombak 2 on the second line.
2) Connections between motives and preexisting material
Motive 1: Based on exercise from Tehrani’s tombak method book, see Figure 9.

Figure 10: Similariy between Tehrani’s piece 1, motive 1 (measures 1-2) upper line
and his method book exercise #54 lower line. 113
Motive 2 and 3: No connections found.
Motive 4: Material used for motive 1, see Figure 10.
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Figure 11: Tehrani piece 1, similarity between motive 1 (measure 1-2) upper line
and motive 4 (measures 18-19) lower line. 114
3) Accompaniment material
There is no accompaniment material in this piece.
4) Cadences
There are no cadences in this piece.
5) Transitional material
There are no transitional materials in this piece.
6) Relationship between tombak 1 and tombak 2
Tombak 1 and tombak 2 are in dialogue throughout this piece, never playing
simultaneously: when one tombak plays the other is silent. The tombak-ha alternate every
measure. The resulting effect is a dialogue where tombak 1 presents an idea to which
tombak 2 responds. This type of relationship may be for pedagogical reasons. Although
each tombak plays the same number of measure in total, I would argue that tombak 1 is
predominant since it presents, in my view, the principal ideas of the motives. Tombak 2 is
responsible for replying with complementary material. Since tombak 1 presents the main
ideas and tombak 2 the responses, I believe a hierarchy is created in which tombak 1
dominates.
7) Development of the motives and accompaniments
Each motive in this piece has two variants. These variants are achieved through
systematic alterations of the motive. The alteration process is the same for every motive.
In other words, every motive undergoes the same series of changes in order to obtain its
114
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variants. These changes are all found in the second half of each motive, played by tombak
2. The first half of the motive, played by tombak 1, is not developed. The first alteration
is to shorten tombak 2’s response. The second alteration is to substitute the last high tone
for a bass tone; see Figure 11.

Figure 12: Tehrani piece 1, alterations process for tombak 2 between motive 1
(measures 1-2) top line, motive 1 variant A (measures 3-4) middle line, and motive 1
variant B (measures 3 and 5) bottom line; omission of note and substitution of high
tone for low tone.115
The alteration process demonstrated above is the only means of motivic development
present in Tehrani’s first piece.
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8) Compositional techniques used to develop the materials
In this piece, only the second half of each motive is developed. The alteration of
the motive occurs through the use of two techniques. The first technique is to change the
rhythm, in this case removing a note at the end, and the second technique is to change the
pitch of the last note from high to low.

9) Development of the piece as a whole
The structure of this piece is based on five phrases. A phrase is a complete
musical idea that can be differentiated from proceeding and succeeding musical ideas.
The techniques used to differentiate phrases can vary depending on the musical content.
In this case, each phrase only contains one motive; phrase 1 (motive 1) – phrase 2
(motive 2) – phrase 3 (motive 3) – phrase 4 (motive 4) – phrase 5 (motive 1). In the first
four phrases, Tehrani goes through motives 1 to 4. The piece is then concluded with
phrase 5, which is a repetition of the first motive. The structure for each phrase is: motive
– variant A – motive – variant B. It begins with the initial presentation of the motive
followed by its variant A. The motive is then repeated followed by its variant B. After the
second variant, the piece continues with the following motive.

10) Structuring of the piece
The main compositional technique for structuring this piece is consistency in form
for the motives and phrases. As mentioned above, each phrase has an identical form
(motive – variant A – motive – variant B). Similarly, the motives and variants all have the
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same structure. They are composed of two measures, the first measure is played by
tombak 1 and the second is played by tombak 2. This consistency in form allows readers
to easily see where motives, variants, and phrase begin and end, thus creating a clear
structure for the piece as a whole.

HOSSEIN TEHRANI: A Piece for Tombak Ensemble, No. 2
1) Motivic material
Tehrani’s second piece is composed of three motives with a 6/8 time signature.
Similarly to Tehrani’s first piece, tombak 1 presents the main motivic ideas to which
tombak 2 adds a response. In this second piece, the tombak-ha are also playing in
alteration and never simultaneously, see appendix 2-A for the list of motives.
2) Connections between motives and preexisting material
Motive 1, 2, and 3: No connections found.

3) Accompaniment material
There are no accompaniment rhythms in this piece.

4) Cadences
There is one cadence in this piece and it is found in the last two measures. This
cadence concludes the entire pieces and is a variant of the motive that precedes it. The
key features of this cadence are that the tombak-ha are in unison and that it ends with the
bass tones, see Figure 12.
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Figure 13: Tehrani, piece 2, cadence; tombak unison and concludes with bass
tones.116

5) Transitional material
There are no transitional materials in this piece.

6) Relationship between tombak 1 and tombak 2
The relationship between tombak 1 and tombak 2 in this piece is the same as was
described in Tehrani’s first piece. In short, both tombak-ha are in dialogue, never playing
simultaneously. A passage always begins with solo tombak 1 and ends with solo tombak
2 creating a relationship where tombak 1 predominates. The only exceptions are during
the cadence at the end of the piece and during one variant of the third motive, where
tombak-ha 1 and 2 play in unison.

7) Development of the motives and accompaniments
The first motive of this piece is developed into four variants. The changes
occurring to the motive are found in the first and third measures. These measures
correspond to the beginning of tombak 1’s passage and the beginning of tombak 2’s
passage. Tombak 1 varies in three ways, adding a note (see circled note in variant A,
116

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 30.
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Figure 13), changing playing techniques (see boxed notes in variant A, Figure 13), and
substituting notes for a roll (see boxed roll in variant B, Figure 13). Tombak 2 on the
other hand only varies by changing playing techniques (see boxed notes in variants A and
B, Figure 13).

Tehrani, piece 2 motive 1, measures 1-4.

Tehrani, piece 2, motive 1 variant A, measures 5-8.

Tehrani, piece 2 motive 1 variant B, measures 9-12.

Figure 14: Tehrani piece 2, tombak-ha development process between motive 1 top
line, motive 1 variant A middle line, and motive 1 variant B bottom line; change in
playing techniques, insertion of notes, and substitution of individual notes for a roll.
117

The development of motives 2 and 3 is based on removing or adding notes. The only
difference between motive 2 and its variants A is the addition of one note and the absence
of another, see arrows in Figure 14.

117

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 30.
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Figure 15: Tehrani piece 2, development process from motive 2 (measures 21-22)
top line to motive 2 variant A (measures 25-26) bottom line; addition and omission
of notes. 118
To vary motive 3, bass notes were inserted in front of the muffled pelangs (finger snaps)
and the tombak-ha play in unison instead of in alteration, see Figure 15.

Figure 16: Tehrani piece 2, development process from motive 3 (measures 29-30)
top line to motive 3 variant A (measures 37-38) bottom line; insertion of notes and
alteration to unison. 119

118
119

Ibid.
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 30.
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8) Compositional techniques used to develop the materials
In this piece, Tehrani uses four techniques for varying motivic material. The first
technique is to alter the pitch of the notes by changing the playing technique. The second
technique is to either remove or add notes to the motive. Third, is to substitute notes for a
roll. Finally, the fourth technique is to have the passage played in unison instead of in
alteration.

9) Development of the piece as a whole
Tehrani develops this piece in a linear fashion. It starts with motive 1, goes
through all of its variants, then moves to motive 2 with its variants and so on. The piece
also concludes with a cadence. The form can be summarized as the following; motive 1
(with variants) – motive 2 (with variants) – motive 3 (with variants) – cadence.

10) Structuring of the piece
The main compositional technique for structuring the piece is the consistency in
form for each motive and variant. All of the motives and variants are either two or four
measures long, with tombak 1 playing the beginning and tombak 2 playing the ending.
Also, each motive and variant is played two or four times consecutively.
Another important structural element is the cadence, which is used to conclude
the piece. The only difference between the cadence and what precedes it, a variant of
motive 3, is the last note. For the cadence, the last note is lowered to a bass (tom). As in
Tehrani’s first piece, the lowering of a note to a bass (tom) note indicates the end of a
section or of the entire piece.
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HOSSEIN TEHRANI: A Piece for Tombak Ensemble, No. 3
1) Motivic material
I have identified a total of four motives from Tehrani’s third piece. Each motive is
two measures long and in 4/4 time. Similar to the two previous pieces, the tombak-ha
play in alteration, not simultaneously. Also, the motives begin with the main materials
played by tombak 1 and followed by tombak 2’s response, see appendix 3-A for the list of
motives.
2) Connections between motives and preexisting material
Motive 1: Material from Tehrani’s piece 1, motive 3, see Figure 16.

.

Figure 17: Similarities between Tehrani’s piece 3 motive 1 (measures 1-2) top line
and his piece 1 motive 3 (measures 11-12) bottom line. 120

Motive 2: Material from Tehrani’s piece 1, motive 1, see Figure 17.

120

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 31. – top musical example
Ibid, 29. – bottom musical example
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Figure 18: Similarity between Tehrani’s piece 1 motive 1 (measures 1-2) top line and
his piece 3 motive 2 (measures 5-6) bottom line. 121
Motive 3: No connections found.
Motive 4: Mixture of motive 2 and motive 3 from Tehrani’s third piece, see Figure 18.

Tehrani, piece 3, motive 2, measures 5-6
22

Tehrani, piece 3, motive 3, measures 21-

Tehrani, piece 3, motive 4, measures 25-26.

Figure 19: Tehrani piece 3, similarities between motive 2 top left, motive 3 top right,
and motive 4 bottom line. 122

121

Ibid. – top musical example
Ibid, 31. – bottom musical example
122
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 31.
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3) Accompaniment material
There are no accompaniment materials in this piece.
4) Cadences
There is one cadence in this composition and it is used to conclude the entire
piece. This cadence is four measures long and is a continuation of the motive that
precedes it, motive 4. The eighth note roles at the end of motive 4 continue throughout
the beginning of the cadence, see Figure 19.

Figure 20: Tehrani piece 3; continuation of roll from motive 4 (measures 25-26) top
line to cadence (measures 29-32) bottom line. 123

The three key characteristics of this cadence are the unison between the tombak-ha, the
roll in the middle register that begins the cadence, and the bass notes that conclude the
cadence.
5) Transitional material
123

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 31. - top musical example
Ibid, 32. – bottom musical example
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There are no transitional materials in this piece.
6) Relationship between tombak 1 and tombak 2
The relationship between both tombak-ha is the same as in Tehrani’s pieces 1 and 2.
7) Development of the motives and accompaniments
In this piece, only motive 2 is developed into variants. This motive is varied
through alterations that occur to the first measure. For the first variant, the rhythm is
simplified and divided between the two tombak-ha, see Figure 20.

Figure 21: Tehrani piece 3, development process from motive 2 (measures 5-6) top
line to motive 2 variant A (measures 9-10) bottom line; simplification of rhythm and
orchestration of rhythm between both tombak-ha. 124

Variants B and C maintain this rapid alteration between tombak 1 and 2. The difference
between these three variants is the pitch used and the change of the eighth notes to
sixteenth notes or short rolls, see Figure 21.

124

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 31.
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Tehrani, piece 3, motive 2 variant A, measures 9-10.

Tehrani, piece 3, motive 2 variant B, measures 13-14.

Tehrani, piece 3, motive 2 variant C, measures 17-18.

Figure 22: Tehrani piece 3, development process from motive 2 variant A top line, to
motive 2 variant B middle line, to motive 2 variant C bottom line; changes in pitch
and rhythm alteration from eighth notes to sixteenth notes and rolls. 125
8) Compositional techniques used to develop the materials
There are four compositional techniques used for developing motivic material in
this piece. First is the division and distribution of a solo rhythm into a rhythm for two
voices. In other words, instead of having one tombak play a rhythm, two tombak-ha play
the same or a similar rhythm in alternation. The second technique is to vary the pitches
by altering the playing techniques. The third technique is to make the rhythm simpler or
more complex by adding or removing rhythmic subdivisions. In this case, this is done by
replacing eighth notes with sixteenth notes or vise-versa. The last technique is to
substitute an individual note with a roll.
125

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 31.
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9) Development of the piece as a whole
Similar to Tehrani’s pieces 1 and 2, this piece develops by means of a linear
progression through its motives and variants and concludes with a cadence. The form can
be summarized as; motive 1-motive 2 (with variants)-motive 3-motive 4-cadence.
Unique to this piece is the continuation of musical ideas between the motives. A
musical idea found at the end of one motive is altered and transferred to the beginning of
the next motive, see boxed notes in Figure 22.

Tehrani, piece 3, motive 1, measures 1-2.

Tehrani, piece 3, motive 2, measures, 5-6.

Tehrani, piece 3, motive 3, measures 21-22.

Tehrani, piece 3, motive 4, measures 25-26.
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Tehrani, piece 3, cadence, measures 29-32.

Figure 23: Tehrani piece 3; continuation of musical ideas throughout the piece. 126
This technique of transferring musical ideas from one motive to the next allows one
motive to seamlessly flow to the next.

10) Structuring of the piece
As with Tehrani’s pieces 1 and 2, the structure of this piece is based on the
consistency of form of the motives and variants. Each motive and variants is exactly two
measures long and is played twice consecutively. Another important composition
technique is the use of unison for the cadence. This is the only moment in the piece where
the tombak-ha play simultaneously which helps to differentiate the cadence for other
passages. This in turn strengthens its function, which is to conclude the piece. The bass
notes in the cadence, similar to pieces 1 and 2, also mark the end of the piece.
A compositional technique unique to this piece is the continuation of musical
ideas from one motive to the next. This technique is shown above.

126

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 31. – first, second, third, and fourth musical examples
Ibid, 32. – fifth musical example
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HOSSEIN TEHRANI: A Piece for Tombak Ensemble, No. 4
1) Motivic material
There are nine motives in Tehrani’s fourth piece. Motive 1 is the only motive
where both tombak-ha play in pitch and rhythmic unison. Motives 5 and 9 are played solo
by tombak 1. For motives 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and the reply to motive 5, the tombak-ha play in
dialogue. The dialogue between the tombak-ha has the same characteristics as in pieces 1,
2, and 3. The only exceptions are motive 2 and the reply to motive 5 where the tombakha have equal importance instead if a hierarchy where tombak 1 dominates. Note that, the
reply to motive 5 is a passage that appears in conjunction with motive 5 but is
inconsistent in its appearances. When motive 5 is played, it is not always followed by its
reply. For this reason I separated the two in my analysis. Finally, motive 8 is the only
motive where both tombak-ha play simultaneously without being in unison of pitch. For
the last two notes of the motive, both tombak-ha play the same rhythm, however tombak
1 plays in the high register while tombak 2 plays in the mid register, see Figure 23.

Figure 24: Tehrani piece 4, motive 8 (measures 145-146, rehearsal number 14);
tombak-ha in rhythmic unison. 127
Regarding time signatures, the previous pieces had a single time signature for the
entire piece, Terhani’s fourth piece however has multiple time signatures. The table

127

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 36.
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below shows all the time signatures with their corresponding motive. The time signatures
are presented in the table in the same order as they appear in the piece.
Motive Time Signature
1

4/4

2

4/4

3

4/4

4

3/4

5

3/8

6

6/16

7

6/8

8

6/16

9

2/4

Table 1: Tehrani piece 4, list of motives and corresponding time signatures.
2) Connections between motives and preexisting material
Motive 1 and 4: No connections found.
Motive 2: Material from Tehrani’s piece 3, motive 2-variant A, see Figure 24.
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Figure 25: Similarity between Tehrani piece 4, motive 2 (measure 8, rehearsal
number 1) top line, and piece 3, motive 2 variant A (measures 9-10) bottom line. 128
Motive 3: Material from Tehrani’s piece 1, motive 1, see Figure 25.

Figure 26: Similarity between Tehrani piece 4, motive 3 (measures 12-13) top line,
and piece 1, motive 1 (measures 1-2) bottom line. 129
Motive 5: Based on exercise from Tehrani’s tombak method book, see Figure 26.

Figure 27: Similarity between Tehrani piece 4, motive 5 (measures 52-53, rehearsal
number 6) top line and his method book exercise #108 bottom line. 130

128

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 33. – top musical example
Ibid, 31. – bottom musical example
129
Ibid, 33. – top musical example
Ibid, 29. - bottom musical example
130
Ibid, 34. – top musical example
Ibid, 18. – bottom musical example
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Motive 6: Based on exercise from Tehrani’s tombak method book, see Figure 27.

Figure 28: Similarities between Tehrani piece 4, motive 6 (measures 76-69, rehearsal
number 8) top line , and his method book exercise #126 bottom line. 131

Motive 7: Based on exercise from Tehrani’s tombak method book, see Figure 28.

Figure 29: Similarities between Tehrani piece 4, motive 7 (measures 105-106,
rehearsal number 12) top line and his method book exercise #80 bottom line. 132

Motive 8: Based on exercise from Tehrani’s tombak method book, se Figure 29.

131

Ibid, 34. – top musical example
Ibid, 20. – bottom musical example
132
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 35. – top musical example
Ibid, 14. – bottom musical example
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Figure 30: Similarities between Tehrani piece 4, motive 8 (measures 145-146,
rehearsal number 14) top line and his method book exercise #131 bottom line. 133
Motive 9: Based on exercise from Tehrani’s tombak method book, see Figure 30.

Figure 31: Similarities between Tehrani piece 4m motive 9 (measures 209-210,
rehearsal number 19) top line and his method book exercise #185 bottom line. 134
3) Accompaniment material
There is one accompaniment rhythm in this piece. It appears in one of the last
sections of the piece, immediately after motive 9. This accompaniment is a series of
muffled pelang (finger snaps), see Figure 31.

Figure 32: Tehrani piece 4, accompaniment rhythm (measures 213-214, eighth
measures before rehearsal number 20). 135
133

Ibid, 36. – top musical example
Ibid, 20. – bottom musical example
134
Ibid, 37. – top musical example
Ibid, 27. – bottom musical example
135
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 38.
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Tombak 2 repeats accompaniment 1 continuously for several measures while tombak 1
plays a series of variants.
4) Cadences
There are seven cadences in this piece. None of motive are entirely identical,
however they all share common characteristics. Each cadence begins with a roll in the
middle register and ends with bass tones that conclude the cadence. Also, each cadence
ends with both tombak-ha in rhythmic and pitch unison. Figure 32 shows a few examples
of cadences. In each example, I have boxed the characteristics just mentioned. For the
entire list of cadences, see appendix 4-B.

Figure 33: Tehrani piece 4, cadence 1 (measures 22-23, one measure before
rehearsal number 3) top line, cadence 2 (measures 30-32, one measure before
rehearsal number 4) middle line, and cadence 7 (measures 259-262, rehearsal
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number 24) bottom line; all begin with roll in mid-register and conclude with bass
tones. 136

5) Transitional material
There are no transitional materials in this piece.

6) Relationship between tombak 1 and tombak 2
There are four types of relationships between tombak 1 and tombak 2 in this
piece. The first relationship is the same as in pieces 1, 2, and 3 where both tombak-ha are
in dialogue with each other. The second relationship is a rhythmic and pitch unison
between the tombak-ha. This relationship is seen in motive 1, measures 2-3, and in all of
the cadences. The third relationship is when tombak 2 accentuates what is played by
tombak 1. This is seen in motive 8, measure 145-146 (rehearsal number 14), where
tombak 2 plays the last two notes of the motive in rhythmic unison with tombak 1. The
fourth relationship between tombak 1 and 2 can be described as principal line with
accompaniment. This occurs towards the last section of the piece, eight measures before
rehearsal marks 20 to rehearsal mark 28. Tombak 2 repeats the accompaniment rhythm
(shown in question 3) while tombak 1 plays a series of different passages.
Looking at these four relationships, I have concluded that the role of tombak 2 in
this piece is secondary to tombak 1. Tombak 1’s role is to present the main ideas in the
motives and the variants and to play the principal lines of certain passages. In contrast,
tombak 2’s main role is to duplicate, complete, accentuate, or accompany the ideas
presented by tombak 1.
136

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 33. – first and second musical examples
Ibid, 38. – third musical example
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7) Development of the motives and accompaniments
Regarding the development of the motives, I will address two ideas found in this
piece. The other methods for developing motives have been raised in my analysis of
Tehrani’s other pieces. The first idea is found in the variants of motive 5. Tehrani
develops motive 5 by introducing new materials to it, as a way of extending the motive,
see Figure 33.

Figure 34: Tehrani piece 4, development process from motive 5 (measures 52-53,
rehearsal number 6) top line to motive 5 variant A (measures 64-67, rehearsal
number 7) bottom line; insertion of new material. 137
The second idea for motivic development is used for motive 7. This motive is based on a
6/8 dance rhythm whose key characteristic is the dotted eighth note followed by a
sixteenth note rhythm., see Figure 34.

137

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 34.
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Figure 35: Tehrani piece 4, motive 7 (measures 105-106, rehearsal number 12); 6/8
dance rhythm, dotted eighth notes followed by sixteenth note.138
Interestingly, in motive 7 one’s attention is not on the variants but rather on the
consistencies. Because much of the motive changes in an inconsistent manner, it is more
important here to highlight what has not changed, which is what gives us reason to
interpret these passages as variants of motive 7 and not as new motives. The dotted eighth
note followed by a sixteenth notes and the rhythm played by tombak 2 are the elements
that connect motive 7 to its variants. There are a few examples of motive 7’s variants in
Figure 35.

Figure 36: Tehrani piece 4, development process from motive 7 (measure 105-106,
rehearsal number 12) top line, to motive 7 variant A (measures 109-110, four
measures after rehearsal number 12) middle line, to motive 7 variant E (measures
125-126, four measures before rehearsal number 13) bottom line; consistency in 6/8
dance rhythm and tombak 2’s rhythm. 139

138

Ibid, 35.
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 35. – first musical example
Ibid, 36. – second and third musical examples
139
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When there are several changes between a motive and its variant, it is debatable
weather or not to include it as a variant or label it as a new motive. The reason I have
grouped these passages as motive and variant despite numerous inconsistent changes is
because of the context in which they are presented. Looking at the previous motives and
variants in this piece, a patterned is established that a motive is commonly followed
immediately by one or several variants. Since the passages in Figure 35 are present one
after the other (with only a few variants missing between A and E, which were omitted to
facilitate the comparison) and shared important similarities, I believe that grouping these
motives together respected the development pattern established by the piece’s earlier
motives.
8) Compositional techniques used to develop the materials
The interest in the development of motives 5 and 7 is not only what is varied but
also what is left unchanged. In each case, an important element of the motive is kept in
each variant. In the variants of motive 5, the entire motive is kept and to it is added new
material. For motive 7, the dotted eighth note with sixteenth note rhythm as well as
tombak 2’s rhythm is kept consistent throughout the variants.

9) Development of the piece as a whole
This piece can be organized into six large sections. In each section there are a
series of motives and variants belonging to it. The table bellow summarizes the sections
and their content.
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Sections Content
1
Motive 1 (with variants)
Motive 2 (with variants)
Motive 3 (with variants)
Cadence 1
Motive 3 variants
Motive 1 variants
Cadence 2
2
Motive 4 (with variants)
Cadence 3
Motive 5 (with variants)
Cadence 4
Motive 6 (with variants)
Cadence 5
3
Improvisation
4
Motive 7 (with variants)
Motive 8 (with variants)
Cadence 6
5
Improvisation
6
Motive 9
Accompaniment 1
Motive 3 (with variants, over accompaniment 1)
Motive 9 variants over accompaniment 1
Cadence 7
Coda
Motive 3 variants over accompaniment 1
Cadence 7
Extended cadence
Table 2: Tehrani piece 4, macro structure.
The table above shows that the piece progresses through the motives in an orderly
fashion. Each section possesses its own set of motives. There are no motivic connections
or exchanges between the sections except for section 6 and the coda. During these two
sections, motive 3 is reused. It is also important to mention that each section concludes
with a cadence. The frequent use of cadences is a characteristic unique to this
composition. In Tehrani’s other three pieces, cadences, if present at all, where only used
once to conclude the entire piece. Another interesting feature in this piece is the
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designation of two sections for improvisations, section 3 and 5. In the music, these
sections are represented by blank measures, see Figure 36.

Section 3 (rehearsal number 11)

Section 5

(rehearsal number 18)

Figure 37: Tehrani piece 4, improvised sections.140

10) Structuring of the piece
The main technique for structuring this piece is the use of cadences and silence.
Each section is concluded with a cadence. Incorporated into the end of these cadences are
rests and sometimes fermatas. The combination of a cadence followed by silence gives a
clear indication that the section has concluded and that a new section is beginning.
Another technique for structuring this piece is the linear and orderly progression through
the motives.

HOSSEIN TERHANI: Compositions, Conclusions
In my analysis of Tehrani’s four compositions, I have noticed certain
characteristics that were shared by every piece. I will list below the features that I believe
to be the most prevalent in Tehrani’s works. I will reuse the series of topics from the
analysis to structure the list of characteristics. Topics seven and nine have been removed
from the conclusions to avoid repetition.
140

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 35. – musical example on left
Ibid, 37. – musical example on right
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1) Motivic material
The majority of Tehrani’s motives are two measures long and in either 2/4, 4/4, or
6/8 time signature. The other motives are in time signatures closely resembling 6/8 (e.g.
6/16, 3/4, and 3/8). Motive 1 from the first piece is one of the only motives that is reused
in later pieces either in its original form or in a varied form (e.g. piece 1 motive 4, piece 3
motive 2, piece 3 motive 4, and piece 4 motive 3). This motive is therefore the most used
motive in Tehrani’s compositions.

2) Connections between motives and preexisting material
Several of the motives in these compositions are similar to preexisting materials.
To demonstrate these connections in my analysis, I compared several motives from
Tehrani’s pieces to exercises from his tombak method book. I also highlighted when a
motive from one of Tehrani’s earlier pieces was used in a later piece.

3) Accompaniment material
As seen in the analyses, Tehrani rarely composed accompaniment rhythms. He
only wrote an accompaniment rhythm in his fourth piece for a brief section towards the
end of the piece. The accompaniment rhythm itself is a series of isochronous muffled
pelang notes (finger snaps).
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4) Cadences
Tehrani didn’t use any cadences in his first composition. The use of cadences only
appeared in his later works, particularly in his fourth composition where each section is
concluded with a cadence. The main characteristics I found in Tehrani’s cadences are the
unison between both tombak-ha, a mid register roll at the beginning of the passage, and
the bass notes at the end. These three elements can be seen in almost every cadence.

5) Transitional material
Tehrani did not use transitional materials in any of his compositions.

6) Relationship between tombak 1 and tombak 2
Throughout Tehrani’s four compositions, the main relationship between tombak 1
and 2 is a type of dialogue. The tombak-ha alternate between each other and never play
simultaneously. Tombak 1 always initiates the dialogue with the main motivic idea to
which tombak 2 responds with complementary materials. The other relationships are far
less frequent. Among them is the unison, which is usually found during cadences, and a
principal line with accompaniment relationship.
An important aspect regarding the relationship between both tomak-ha is the
hierarchy between the two. In all four pieces, tombak 1 is the principal instrument,
playing all the main motivic materials, and tombak 2 is secondary, playing the
accompaniment, complementary, and supporting materials.
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8) Compositional techniques used to develop the materials
In my analysis, I have noticed three main techniques that Tehrani used for
developing materials. First is rhythmic variant, more specifically, removing or inserting
notes by altering the rhythmic subdivisions, making a rhythm more complex by
substituting eighth notes with sixteenth notes or short rolls, or simplifying a rhythm by
substituting sixteenth notes with eighth notes. The second technique is pitch variant,
accomplished by changing the playing techniques, in particular, changing a bak (high
tone) for a tom (low tone) at the end of a passage. The third technique is the orchestration
of passages between both tombak-ha. For example, having the tombak-ha play in unison
instead of in alteration or to transform a solo passage into a duo passage by dividing the
rhythm between the two tombak-ha.

10) Structuring of the piece
In this analysis, I have found three main compositional techniques with which
Tehrani has structured his pieces. These techniques are the form of the motives and
variants, the use of cadences, and the linear and orderly progression through the motives.
In all four pieces, the majority of the motives and variants are two or four
measures long. They are also played two or four times consecutively. The motives’
consistent length helps create a regular rhythm for the progression of the piece.
The use of cadences helps mark the end of a section or of the entire piece. The cadences
act as markers for the end of a large musical idea. Their function in the music is to divide
and organize the pieces musical ideas. Finally, the last structural technique is to organize
the motives of each piece in an orderly manner. All of Tehrani’s pieces generally develop
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in a linear progression through the motives and variants. Rarely does a motive or its
variant reappear after the succeeding motive has been presented. There are only a few
exceptions to this organization (e.g. piece 1’s first motive, which reappears at the end of
the piece and piece 4’s third motive, which also reappears towards the end of the piece).

MOHAMMAD ESMÂ‘ILI: Tombak Ensemble
This piece was taken from Esmâ‘ili’s tombak training book, Course of Tombak. 141
Before analyzing the piece by Esmâ‘ili, I would like to mention that this piece is
in reality composed of a percussion trio. The instrumentation is two tombak-ha and one
tambourine. The rhythms played by the tambourine are simplified versions of the
tombak-ha’s rhythms and are always played in unison with a tombak. In other words, the
tambourine is always doubling one of the tombak-ha. The tambourine’s main function is
to add a new timbre to the music. It does not play an important role in the piece’s
structure or motivic content. Because my main interest in this analysis is motivic
development, structure, and compositional techniques, I have chosen to omit the
tambourine from the analysis and only focus on the two tombak-ha.

1) Motivic material
In this piece, I have identified fifteen motives, see Appendix 5-A for full list. All
of the motives vary between one and four measure in length. Also, almost every motive is
played by a single tombak. The only exceptions are motive 7, which begins in tombak 2
and ends in tombak 1 (see Figure 37) and motive 8, which is a polyrhythmic motive.

141

Esmâ‘ili, Course, 68-79.
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Motive 8 in this analysis is divided into two parts, motive 8 line A, played by tombak 1,
and motive 8 line B, played by tombak 2 (see Figure 38).

Figure 38: Esmâ‘ili motive 7 (measures 33-36); begins in tombak 2 ends in
tombak 1.142

Esmâ‘ili, motive 8-line A, measures 67-68.

Esmâ‘ili, motive 8-line B, measures 67-69.

Figure 39: Esmâ‘ili motive 8 line A and line B; polyrhythmic motive. 143
Regarding motivic materials, the most important aspect of this piece is the
diversity of motives. Each motive has its own musical idea and content. When comparing
the motives together, there are no characteristics common to all or even the majority of
them. I would therefore suggest that the motives’ main feature is their diversity.

2) Connections between motives and preexisting material
142
143

Esmâ‘ili, Couse, 70-71.
Ibid, 72.
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Motives 1, 2, 3, 6, 8 line A, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14: No connections found.

Motive 4: Tehrani’s motive 5 from piece 4, see Figure 39.

Figure 40: Similarities between Tehrani piece 4, motive 5 (rehearsal number 6) top
line, and Esmâ‘ili motive 4 (measures 15-18) bottom line. 144

Motive 5: Tehrani’s method book, p. 17 #104 and #105, see Figure 40.

144

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 34. – top musical example
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 69. – bottom musical example
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Tehrani, method book, p.17 #104

Esmâ‘ili, motive 5, measures 25-26.

Tehrani, method book, p.17 #105

Figure 41: Similarities between Esmâ‘ili motive 5 (measures 25-26) middle line,
Tehrani method book exercise #104 top line and #105 bottom line. 145

Motive 7- Tehrani’s motive 3 variant A from piece 2, see Figure 41.

145

Therani, Amouzesh,17. – top musical example
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 69-70. – middle and bottom musical examples
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Esmâ‘ili, motive 7, measures 33-36.

Figure 42: Similarity between Tehrani piece 2, motive 3 variant A top line, and
Esmâ‘ili motive 7 (measures 33-36) bottom line. 146

Motive 8, line B- Tehrani’s method book, p. 21 #140, see Figure 42.

Figure 43: Similarity between Tehrani method book exercise #140 top line and
Esmâ‘ili motive 8 line B (measures 59-61) bottom line. 147

Motive 15- Tehrani’s method book, p.13 #75, see Figure 43.
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Tehrani, Amouzesh, 30. – top musical example
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 70-71. – bottom musical example
147
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 21. – top line musical example
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 72. – bottom line musical example
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Figure 44: Similarity between Tehrani method book exercise #75 top line and
Esmâ‘ili motive 15 (measures 192-193) bottom line. 148

3) Accompaniment material
There are eleven accompaniment rhythms in this piece. The majority of these
accompaniments can be categorized into two groups. The accompaniment rhythms
belonging to the first group are essentially individual tones that emphasize certain stress
points in the meter, accompaniments 1, 4, 6, and 9 (see appendix 5-B for full list). These
rhythms provide support by outlining the metric structure of the passage to which they
belong. The arrows in Figure 44 indicate the notes in accompaniment 1 (played by
tombak 2) that are marking the meter’s stress points.

Figure 45: Esmâ‘ili motive 1 over accompaniment 1 (measures 1); accompaniment
made up of individual tones that emphasize the meter’s stress points. 149
The main characteristic for the accompaniment rhythms belonging to the second group is
a roll in the middle register. These rhythms create a drone like layer of sound as a support
for the primary rhythm. The second group is comprised of accompaniments 2, 3, and 7
148

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 13. – top line musical example
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 78. – bottom line musical example
149
Ibid, 68.
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(see Appendix 5-B for full list). Figure 45 shows this type of accompaniment in
tombak 1.

Figure 46: Esmâ‘ili accompaniment 2 over motive 2 (measure 9); accompaniment
comprised of drone like mid-register rolls.150
Other accompaniment rhythms are based on preexisting materials.
Accompaniment 8 is similar to exercise #54 in Tehrani’s tombak method book (see
Figure 46) and accompaniment 11 is similar to exercise #137 in Tehrani’s book (see
Figure 47).151

Figure 47: Similarity between Tehrani method book exercise #54 top line and
Esmâ‘ili accompaniment 8 (measure 96) bottom line.152

150

Esmâ‘ili, Course, 68.
Note that, these two rhythms are commonly used by tombak players when accompanying melodic
instruments.
152
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 11. – top musical example
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 74. – bottom musical example
151
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Figure 48: Similarity between Tehrani method book exercise #137 top line and
Esmâ‘ili accompaniment 11 (measure 153) bottom line. 153
The last three accompaniment rhythms are 5, 9, and 12. Accompaniments 5 and 9
are single notes that accentuate the ending of the motives they are paired with; see
Figure 48.

Figure 49: Esmâ‘ili motive 5 over accompaniment 5 (measure 25); accompaniment
comprised of a single note accentuating the end of the motive. 154
Accompaniment 12 is unique because it is the only rhythm that gives a sense of
syncopation. In the last section of the piece, it is played with a variant of accompaniment
11. Because of the syncopation in accompaniment 12, accompaniments 11 (played by
tombak 1) and 12 (played by tombak 2) complete each other resulting in a series of five
uninterrupted eighth notes, see Figure 49.

153

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 21. – top musical example
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 76. – bottom musical example
154
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 69.
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Figure 50: Esmâ‘ili variant of accompaniment 11 over accompaniment 12 (measure
180-181); syncopation in accompaniment 12 creating a series of uninterrupted
eighth notes.155

4) Cadences
There are two cadences in this piece. The first is situated towards the beginning of
section 4, directly before the introduction to motive 12. This cadence does not conclude a
major section of the piece, but rather creates a momentary pause before motive 12 is
undertaken. The characteristics of this cadence are the unison between both tombak-ha, a
roll in the middle register, and a single bass tone at the end of the passage, see Figure 50.

156

Figure 51: Esmâ‘ili cadence 1 (measures 144-145); mid-register roll, unison between
tombak-ha, and concludes with bass tones.
The second cadence is found at the end of the piece, it concludes the entire work.
Its characteristics are the unison between the two tombak-ha, single notes emphasizing
the stress points in the meter, and a bass tone as the last note of the cadence, see
Figure 51.
155
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Ibid, 78.
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 76.
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157

Figure 52: Esmâ‘ili cadence 2 (measures 216-217); unison between tombak-ha, single
notes emphasizing stress points, concludes with bass tones.

5) Transitional material
There is one transitional passage in this piece. It is found in the first section and
acts as a link between motive 2 and the reprise of motive 1. The content of this transition
is a roll played in unison by both tombak-ha. The end of the transition is a bass tone,
which also acts as the beginning of the following motive, see Figure 52.

Figure 53: Esmâ‘ili transitional passage (measure 5-6); mid-register roll, unison
between tombak-ha, concludes with bass tones.158

6) Relationship between tombak 1 and tombak 2
Let us now look at the relationship between tombak-ha 1 and 2. For the majority
of the piece, both tombak-ha play simultaneously. There are only a few brief instances of
solo music. In general, I believe that both tombak-ha are given equal importance. Each
tombak plays approximately the same number of motives throughout the piece. Because
157
158

Ibid, 79.
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 68.
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each tombak is responsible for the presentation of an equal number of motives, I see their
relationship as equal and not hierarchic.
During passages where one tombak plays a motive, the second tombak will most
often be playing an accompaniment rhythm. In these situations, the accompaniment
rhythm is secondary to the motive and its main role is to support primary line. In other
instances, the second tombak will pay another independent motive. This superimposition
of motives creates a polyrhythmic passage. For example, at measure 80, motive 10 is
seen superimposed with a variant of motive 9, see Figure 53.

Figure 54: Esmâ‘ili motive 9 variant A over motive 10 (measure 80);
superimposition of motives creating a polyrhythmic passage. 159
The result of combining motives 9 and 10 is a polyrhythmic passage that juxtaposes a
ternary rhythmic subdivision to a binary rhythmic subdivision.
This piece also presents dialogues between both tombak-ha. In measures 120 to
127, we can see the principal line or the motives, moving from tombak 1 to tombak 2, see
Figure 54 for example.

159

Esmâ‘ili, Course, 73.
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160

Figure 55: Esmâ‘ili measure 120-124; movement of principal line from tombak 1 to
tombak 2.
Similarly, motive 7 is also a dialogue between both tombak-ha. The motive begins in
tombak 2 and ends in tombak 1, see Figure 55.

161

Figure 56: Esmâ‘ili motive 7 (measures 33-36); motive moves from tombak 2 to
tombak 1.
The last relationship I will highlight in this analysis is the unison. Unison between
both tombak-ha is only found during cadences and the transitional passage. The only
exception is measures 70-71 and measures 208-215. Note, that even though these two
passages are not cadences because their content is identical to motives previously seen,
they do act as the concluding statement of a section. In other words, the function of these
two passages is similar to that of a cadence. With this in consideration, I propose that the
use of unison in this piece is primarily meant to indicate and reinforce a concluding

160
161

Ibid, 75.
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 70-71.
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statement. By only using unison at specific moments, a contrast is created which
highlights the unison passages thus given it more prominence and strengthening its
function as a closing statement.
7) Development of the motives and accompaniments
In this piece, I have identified 15 motives. Of them, five are developed into
variants, motive 1, 7, 8 line B, 9, and 12. The variants for each motive occur in two
different manners, either immediately after the presentation of the motive or much further
into the piece. Regarding the second manner, the motive is separated from its variants by
one or several other motives. I will now look at each motive individually and describe
how it is developed in the piece.
Motive 1’s development occurs through a change in time signature from 4/4 to
6/8. Also, the beginning of the motive is played twice consecutively and a roll at the end
replaces the original sixteenth notes, see Figure 56.

Figure 57: Esmâ‘ili, development process from motive 1 (measure 1) top line to
motive 1 variant A (measure 53) bottom line; change 4/4 to 6/8 time signature,
repetition of beginning, and substitute last notes for a roll. 162

162

Esmâ‘ili, Course, 1. – top musical example
Ibid, 71-72. – bottom musical example
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Motive 7 is developed into three variants. The first variant maintains motive 7’s
general rhythm, pitch contour, and the exchange between the tombak-ha. What
differentiates the two passages is the slight change in playing techniques (substitution of
pelangs for baks or baks for toms) and the length of the passages, see Figure 57.

Figure 58: Esmâ‘ili development process from motive 7 (measures 33-36) top line to
motive 7 variant A (measures 128-130) bottom line; changes in playing techniques,
length of the passages, and different tombak begin and end passages. 163
Motive 7’s second variant is a repetition of variant A’s ending with an additional
three notes at the end, see Figure 58.

163

Esmâ‘ili, Course, 70-71. – top musical example
Ibid, 75. – bottom musical example
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Figure 59: Esmâ ‘ili development process from motive 7 variant A (measues 128130) top line to motive 7 variant B (measures 138-139) bottom line; repeat last few
notes with three extra notes at the end. 164
The third and final variant for motive 7 is the two first measures of motive 7 with
certain palengs substituted for baks, see Figure 59.

Figure 60: Esmâ‘ili development process from motive 7 (measures 33-36) top line to
motive 7 variant C (measures 170-171) bottom line; first section with altered playing
techniques. 165
For motive 8, which is divided into line A and line B, only line B is developed.
This line has three variants. The first variant keeps the same general rhythm and pitch

164

Ibid. – top musical example
Ibid. – bottom musical example
165
Ibid, 70-71. – top musical example
Ibid, 77. – bottom musical example
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contour but moves the roll from the end of the phrase to the middle. Also, the second tom
is replaced with a bak, see Figure 60.

Figure 61: Esmâ‘ili development process from motive 8 line B (measures 59-61) top
line to motive 8 line B variant A (measures 120-121) bottom line; change in playing
technique and displacement of roll. 166
The second variant is the same as the first but with two altered notes. The first tom is
substituted for a bak and one bak is substituted for a tom, see Figure 61.

Figure 62: Esmâ‘ili development process from motive 8 line B variant A (measures
120-121) top line to motive 8 line B variant B (measures 122-123) bottom line;
changes in playing techniques. 167
The last variant is the same as the original motive, except the roll has been moved; see
Figure 62.
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Ibid, 72. – top musical example
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 75. – bottom musical example
167
Ibid. – top musical example
Ibid. – bottom musical example
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Figure 63: Esmâ‘ili development process from motive 8 line B (measures 59-61) top
line to motive 8 line B variant C (measures 138-139) bottom line; displacement of
roll. 168

Motive 9 has two variants. The first variant extends the roll, replacing the thirtysecond notes, see Figure 63.

Figure 64: Esmâ‘ili development process from motive 9 (measures 76-77) top line to
motive 9 variant A (measures 80-81) bottom line; substitution of thirty-second notes
with a roll. 169
The second variant is an extension of the thirty-second note idea initially found in motive
9, see Figure 64.
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Ibid, 72. – top musical example
Ibid, 75. – bottom musical example
169
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 73.- top musical example
Ibid. – bottom musical example
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Figure 65: Esmâ‘ili development process from motive 9 (measures 76-77) top line to
motive 9 variant B (measures 100-101) bottom line; extension of thirty-second note
idea. 170
The last motive that is developed in this piece, motive 12, has five variants. The
first variant is simply the first measure of the motive without the first note, see Figure 65.

Figure 66: Esmâ ‘ili development process from motive 12 (measure 149-150) top line
to motive 12 variant A (measure 154) bottom line; maintains first measure, omits
the first note of the measure. 171
The second variant is based on the second measure of the motive. Here, the rhythm is
changed from quarter notes to eighth notes and the first note is omitted, see Figure 66.

170

Ibid. – top musical example
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 74. – bottom musical example
171
Ibid, 76. – top musical example
Ibid. – bottom musical example
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Figure 67: Esmâ‘ili development process from motive 12 (measures 149-150) top
line to motive 12 variant B (measure 156) bottom line; second measure of initial
motive with altered rhythm. 172
The third variant, variant C, uses the rhythm and pitches of motive 12’s first measure.
However, it omits the last two notes and displaces the paleng by one eighth note, see
Figure 67.

Figure 68: Esmâ‘ili deveopment process from motive 12 (measures 149-150) top line
to motive 12 variant C (measure 187) bottom line; omission of last section and
displacement of paleng. 173
The fourth variant combines motive 12-variant C with the second measure of the initial
motive. It begins with the quarter note rhythm from the original motive and continues
with the exact content of variant C, see Figure 68.
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Ibid. – top musical example
Ibid. – bottom musical example
173
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 76. – top musical example
Ibid, 78. – bottom musical example
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Figure 69: Esmâ‘ili development process from motive 12 (measures 149-150) top
line, motive 12 variant C (measures 187) middle line, and motive 12 variant D
(measures 202-203) bottom line; combination of ending of original motive with
variant C to form variant D. 174
The final variant is the same as variant C with two added notes that replace the rest, see
Figure 69.

Figure 70: Esmâ‘ili development process from motive 12 variant C (measure 187)
top line to motive 21 variant E (measure 210) bottom line; substitute rest for eighth
notes. 175
I will now address the development of the accompaniment rhythms. There are
three accompaniments that are developed into variants, accompaniments 3, 8, and 11.
The first accompaniment, accompaniment 3, has only one variant. This variant
simply omits the roll in the second measure, see Figure 70.
174

Ibid, 76. – top musical example
Ibid, 78. – middle musical example
Ibid, 79. – bottom musical example
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Esmâ‘ili, Course, 78. – top musical example
Ibid, 79. – bottom musical example
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Figure 71: Esmâ‘ili development process from accompaniment 3 (measures 11-12)
top line to accompaniment 3 variant A (measures 23-24) bottom line; omission of
roll. 176
Accompaniment 8 is developed into two variants. The first variant changes the
last bak with a tom. The second variant omits the first note of the accompaniment and
substitutes the last two notes with rolls, see Figure 71.

Esmâ‘ili, accompaniment 8, measure 96.

Esmâ‘ili, accompaniment 8 variant A, measure 114.

Esmâ‘ili, accompaniment 8 variant B, measure 116.

Figure 72: Esmâ‘ili development process from accompaniment 8 top line,
accompaniment 8 variant A middle line, to accompaniment 8 variant B bottom line;
change in playing techniques, omission of note, substitution of individual notes for
rolls. 177

176

Ibid, 68-69. – top musical example
Ibid, 69. – bottom musical example
177
Esmâ‘ili, Course, 74.
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Finally accompaniment 11 is developed into three variants. Essentially, the
variants are substitutions between baks and toms. Initially the accompaniment is played
solely with baks. The first variant replaces the first bak with a tom, the second variant
substitutes both baks with toms, and the last variant substitutes the last bak for a tom, see
Figure 72.

Esmâ‘ili, accompaniment 11, measure 153.

Esmâ‘ili, accompaniment 11 variant A, measure 159.

Esmâ‘ili, accompaniment 11 variant B, measure 161.

Esmâ‘ili, accompaniment 11 variant C, measure 163.

Figure 73: Esmâ‘ili development process from accompaniment 11 to all its variants;
change in playing techniques. 178

8) Compositional techniques used to develop the materials
Based on the information from topic 7 from this analysis, Esmâ‘ili used seven
compositional techniques for developing the motives and accompaniments in this piece.
The two most frequently used compositional techniques are the substitution tones
and the omission of notes. Substituting tones occurs when the rhythm and pitch contour
178

Ibid, 76. – first musical example
Ibid, 77. – second, third, and forth musical examples
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of a variant is the same as the initial motive but one or a few notes are altered. This
alteration is done by substituting one playing technique with another from the following
list: paleng, bak, tom, and roll. Omitting notes occurs when one or several notes are
replaced with rests.
Other compositional techniques that are less frequently used consist of
displacement of tones, extension of musical idea, and addition of notes. A displacement
of playing tones occurs then a playing technique or a specific pitch is moved within the
passage itself. For example, a roll found at the end of a passage is moved to the middle of
the passage (see motive 8 line B, and motive 8 line B variant A in question 7). An
extension of a musical idea is when a segment of a motive or accompaniment is played
for a longer length of time then in the original motive (see motive 9 and motive 9 variant
B in question 7). Addition of notes is when sounding notes are added at the end of the
motive variant or replace rests within the motive variant.
The last two compositional techniques are only used once. They are time
signature change and rhythm alteration. Time signature change is when the same motive
is initially played in one time signature and is repeated latter on using a different time
signature (see motive 1 and motive 1variant A in questions 7). Rhythm alteration is when
the pitches and playing techniques of a passage are kept but the rhythmic value of the
notes is different. For example, using eighth notes instead of quarter notes (see motive 12
and motive 12 variant B in questions 7).
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9) Development of the piece as a whole
To visually understand the development of Esmâ‘ili’s piece, I present a graph
summarizing some of the piece’s most important elements, see Figure 73. The graph is
divided into four sections. For each section, I have indicated the respective time
signature, the general tempo, as well as the motives, accompaniments, transitions, and
cadences. In sections with several motives or accompaniments, the list of motives and
accompaniments is not organized in order of appearance, but rather in regular numerical
order to facilitate reading.
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Figure 74: Esmâ‘ili, macro structure of piece.
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The divisions for this piece are primarily based on tempo and meter changes.
Section 1 is in a slow tempo binary meter (4/4). Section 2 is entirely in ternary meters
(3/4, 3/8, 6/4, and 6/8) and alternates between slow and fast tempos. The third section
returns to the piece’s initial slow tempo and binary meter. The piece concludes with
another shift to ternary meter, yet this time entirely at a fast tempo. To summarize, the
sections are organized as follows: slow binary meter, slow and fast ternary meters, slow
binary meter, fast ternary meter.
Within these meter and tempo changes, the motives and accompaniments are
presented in a linear progression. In other words, motives and accompaniments from one
section will rarely appear in a later section, they are almost all restricted to a single
section. The only exceptions are motive 1, motive 3, and motive 8 line B. These three
motives reappear later in the piece after their initial presentation. As a result, the piece is
always introducing new motives in each new section. The piece’s form can therefore be
seen as large set of motives and accompaniments that are presented in a linear order.
The last feature I would like to highlight regarding this piece’s development is the
relationship between the motives and accompaniments, and the placement of the variants.
In the first two sections, there is only one motive and accompaniment per time signature
change, with the exception of section 1 and the end of section 2. In contrast, the last two
sections posses several motives and accompaniments for each time signature. I would
argue that this characteristic indicates that the piece begins with very contrasting motives
since they all have different time signatures, and as the piece progresses, the motives
become more similar in terms of content since they share time signatures. Regarding the
placement of the variants, they are almost all found in sections 3 and 4. This indicates
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that the beginning of the pieces is more focused on repetition and the presentation of
different motives while the middle and end of the piece explores more motivic
development.

10) Structuring of the piece
I would argue that the two primary techniques Esmâ‘ili used to structure this
piece are time signature changes, and tempo changes. These two techniques are found
throughout the piece and act as clear indicators for the introduction of new motives.

BAHMAN RAJABI: Tombak Duet
This piece was taken from Rajabi’s tombak training book, Tonbak-Training: Advanced
and High-Advanced Levels.179
1) Motivic material
In this piece, I have identified twenty-eight motives, see Appendix 6-A for list.
The content of these motives is very diverse. The only commonality is that they are each
played by a single tombak. In other words, none of the motives incorporate both tombakha as was seen in Tehrani’s pieces.
Regarding time signature, the majority of the motives are in 6/8 and the second
most used meter is 2/4. The table below shows the number of motives per time signature.
Time Signature Number of Motives
6/8

14

2/4

8

179

Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 43-77.
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5/4

3

7/8

2

6/2

1

Table 3: Rajabi, list of time signatures with the number of motives for each.
2) Connections between motives and preexisting material
Motive 1: Tehrani’s method book, p.17 #97

Figure 75: Similarities between Tehrani method book exercise #97 top line and
Rajabi motive 1 (measure 1) bottom line. 180
The main commonality between the two passages in Figure 74 is the rhythm. Note that
the time signature is different in each passage resulting in the use of different rhythmic
values. However the rhythmic relationship between the notes in each example is the
same. Also note that, in the example above, all of the pitches in Tehrani’s passage are
inverted in Rajabi’s passage; the high notes become low and the low notes become high.

180

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 17. – top musical example
Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 43. – bottom musical example
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Motive 2: Tehrani’s method book, p.14 #78, see Figure 75.

Figure 76: Similarities between Tehrani method book exercise #78 top line and
Rajabi motive 2 (measures 11-14) bottom line. 181

Motive 3: Tehrani’s method book, p.15 #86, see Figure 76.

Figure 77: Similarities between Tehrani method book exercise #86 top line and
Rajabi motive 3 (measures 23-26) bottom line. 182
Motives 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27: No
connections found
Motive 6: Tehrani’s method book p. 25 #169, see Figure 77.

181

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 14.
Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 45. – bottom musical example
182
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 15. – top musical example
Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 45. – bottom musical example
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Figure 78: Similarities between Tehrani method book exercise # 169 top line and
Rajabi motive 6 (measure 47) bottom line. 183
Motive 9: Tehrani’s method book p.7 #23, see Figure 78.

Figure 79: Similarity between Tehrani method book exercise #23 top line and
Rajabi motive 9 (measures 69-72) middle and bottom line. 184
Motive 10: Tehrani’s method book p.7 #25, see Figure 79.

Figure 80: Similarities between Tehrani method book exercise #25 top line and
Rajabi motive 10 (measures 93-94) bottom line. 185

183

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 25. – top musical example
Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 47. – bottom musical example
184
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 7. – first musical example
Rajabi, Tonak-Trainin: Advanced, 51. – second musical example
185
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 7. – top musical example
Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 52. – bottom musical example
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Motive 12: Esmâ‘ili’s method book, p.28 #11, see Figure 80.

Figure 81: Similarity between Esmâ‘ili method book exercise #11 top line and
Rajabi motive 12 (measure 129) bottom line. 186
Motive 25: Tehrani’s method book, p.13 #75

Figure 82: Similarity between Tehrani method book exercise #75 top line and
Rajabi motive 25 (measures 515-518) bottom line. 187
In the comparison above, note that the first bass tone from Tehani’s passage is omitted in
Rajabi’s motive. Also, Rajabi uses slightly different playing techniques in his motive.

186

Esmâ‘ili, Course, 28. – top musical example
Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 54. – bottom musical example
187
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 13. – top musical example
Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 74. – bottom musical example
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Motive 28: Therani’s method book, p.21 #137, see Figure 82

Figure 83: Similarity between Tehani method book exercise #137 top line and
Rajabi motive 28 (measures 576-577) bottom line. 188
Similarly as with motive 1, the rhythmic values between Tehrani’s exercise and Rajabi’s
motive are different. However, the relationship between the rhythmic values within each
passage is the same. In other words, these two passages should sound the same to
listeners.
3) Accompaniment material
In this piece, I found seven accompaniments. Looking at their content, I noticed
that certain accompaniments resemble some of Rajabi’s motives. Below,
accompaniments 2, 3, and 6 are compared to motives 28, 14, and 22 respectively, see
Figure 83 to 85.

Figure 84: Similarities between Rajabi accompaniment 2 (measures 11-14) top line
and motive 28 (measures 576-577) bottom line. 189
188

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 21. – top musical example
Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 76. – bottom musical example
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Figure 85: Similarities between Rajabi accompaniment 3 (measure 47) top line and
motive 14 (measures 227-230) bottom line. 190

Figure 86: Similarities between Rajabi accompaniment 6 (measures 433-434) top
line and motive 22 (measures 436-438) bottom line. 191
The content of the other accompaniments have no common features between themselves
or with any motives.
In regards to the accompaniments’ function, I have noticed three basic functions.
The first is found in accompaniments 1 and 3. Their function is to support the motive by
creating continuous sound. This is done through the use of rolls which move from the low
to the high register or from the high to the low register; see Figure 86.

189

Ibid, 45.- top musical example
Ibid, 76. – bottom musical example
190
Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 47. – top musical example
Ibid, 59. – bottom musical example
191
Ibid, 69.
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Figure 87: Rajabi accompaniment 1 (measure 5); roll moving from low to high
register, creating continuous sound to support the motive. 192
The second function, found in accompaniments 2 and 4, is to outline the motives’
metric structure. For example, accompaniment 2 is a basic rhythm outlining a 6/8 meter.
This rhythm can be found in Terhani’s tombak method book. Note that in Tehrani’s book
the rhythm is written in 6/16, however these two rhythms are audibly the same. Also, the
pitches vary between low and high in Rajabi’s motive, see Figure 87.

Figure 88: Similarity between Tehrani method book exercise #137 top line and
Rajabi accompaniment 2 (measures 11-14) bottom line; basic 6/8 accompaniment
rhythm, outlines 6/8 metric structure. 193
Accompaniment 4 is a basic rhythm that outline a 2/4 meter that can also be found in
Tehrani’s tombak method book, see Figure 88.

192

Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 43.
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 21. – top musical example
Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 45. – bottom musical example
193
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Figure 89: Similarity between Tehrani method book exercise #21 top line and
Rajabi accompaniment 4 (measure 171) bottom line; basic 2/4 accompaniment
rhythmic pattern.194
The third function of Rajabi’s accompaniments is to reinforce the motives’
rhythm (e.g. accompaniments 5 and 6). In this situation, reinforcing the rhythm means to
emphasize the rhythm’s internal stress points. In the piece, this means that the
accompaniment’s stress points must match those of the motive, see Figure 89.

Figure 90: Rajabi motive 18 over accompaniment 5 (measures 309-312); alignment
of the accompaniment’s and the motive’s stress points. Accompaniment reinforces
motive’s stress points. 195
The final aspect I would like to highlight regarding Rajabi’s accompaniments is
the presence of syncopations. Accompaniments 6 and 7 both create syncopations with
their designated motive. The reason I highlight this characteristic is because syncopations
are rarely found in this piece making its use very particular. In Figure 90 and 91, I have
boxed where the syncopations occur.
194

Tehrani, Amouzesh, 7. – top musical line
Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 56. – bottom musical line
195
Ibid, 63.
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Figure 91: Rajabi, section of motive 22 over accompaniment 6 (measures 439-440);
syncopations in accompaniment 6.196

Figure 92: Rajabi motive 25 variant 4 over accompaniment 7 (measures 540-541);
syncopation in accompaniment 7. 197

4) Cadences
There are three cadences in this piece. The first one is two notes played by both
tombak-ha in rhythmic and pitch unison.

Figure 93: Rajabi cadence 1 (measures 299-300); rhythmic and pitch unison. 198
The second cadence is an extension of the passage preceding it, in this case motive 3
variant 5. This cadence is concluded with a single note in each tombak, one high tone and
one low tone. The last notes are played simultaneously, see Figure 93.
196
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Figure 94: Rajabi cadence 2 (measures 358-359); extension of previous motive with
rhythmic unison ending.199
The third and last cadence is a short roll played by both tombak-ha which ends with a
single note in each tombak. Similarly as with cadence two, tombak 1 plays a low tone and
tombak two plays a high tone, see Figure 94.

Figure 95: Rajabi cadence 3 (measures 596-597); roll in unison.200
After analyzing the content of each cadence, I would argue that the main feature in
Rajabi’s cadences is not the articulated notes but rather the rests. Because the cadences
are brief and similar in content to the passages preceding them, I don’t believe that the
articulated notes posses any unique characteristics that would define the cadences.
However, the rests at the end of each passage are, in my opinion, defining characteristics.
Through out this piece, there are only a few instances of silence. Given the scarcity of
pauses in this piece, the rests at the end of each cadence become more prominent. These
rests give the listener brief moments of pause before undertaking the following motive. I
would therefore describe Rajabi’s cadences as slightly elongated pauses in the music,
199
200

Ibid, 65.
Ibid, 77.
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which act as a preparation for the next section. In this sense, Rajabi’s cadences are pauses
in the music, not articulated notes.
The placement of the cadences is also important to note. Cadences 1 and 2 come
immediately before motive 17 is played and cadence 3 concludes the entire piece.
5) Transitional material
There are three transitional passages in this piece. They do not resemble each
other in their content. These transitions are grouped together because of their relationship
to their surrounding passages. Each transition is a very brief segment that differs in
content from what precedes and follows it. It acts as a bridge, connecting different
passages.
The first transition occurs towards the beginning of the piece, measures 19-22,
and it connects motive 2 to motive 3 as well as motive 3 to the reprise of motive 1,
measures 31-34. The second and third transition occurs towards the end of the piece.
Transition 2 connects motive 25 with motive 27. Finally, transition 3 is found
immediately before cadence 3, which concludes the piece. Transition 3 acts as a
preparation for the final cadence.
6) Relationship between tombak 1 and tombak 2
In this piece, there are four types of relationships between tombak 1 and 2. I have
identified these relationships as solo, unison, motive over accompaniment, and motive
over motive.
The majority of the motives in this piece are written for solo tombak, meaning one
tombak is silent while the other plays the motive. In these situations, the motive will
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either be played by tombak 1 or tombak 2 and in one occasion, motive 27, the motive
alternates between both tombak-ha.
The second type of relationship is unison. In this piece there are two types of
unison. The first is “exact unison”, where both tombak-ha play the exact same rhythms
and pitches. This relationship is used for a few motives (e.g. motive 17 measures 305-308
and motive 23 variant 5 measures 494-495) but occurs much less frequently then the
second type of unison. I will call the second type of unison found in the piece “pitch
inverted unison.” It is one of the most frequently seen relationships between the tombakha. In reality, this relationship is not unison. However, I have grouped “pitch inverted
unison” and “exact unison” under the same type of relationship because I believe they are
too similar to separate. In “pitch inverted unison” passages, both tombak-ha play the
same rhythm but the pitches are consistently different: all of the toms (low tones) in
tombak 1 are aligned with baks (high tones) in tombak 2 and all of the baks in tombak 1
are aligned with toms in tombak 2. To indicate this relationship, I have used an
apostrophe ( ‘ ) symbol in the annotated score. When an apostrophe appears next to a
motive number or variant number (e.g. motive 1’, motive 1 variant 8’) it indicates that the
toms have been substituted with baks and vice versa; see Figure 95.

Figure 96: Rajabi motive 1 over motive 1’ (measure 1); pairing of tom and bak
tones.201

201

Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advance, 43.
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The tombak-ha in the example above are in a “pitch inverted unison” relationship, which
is found throughout Rajabi’s piece. In tombak 2 all the toms and baks are inverted in
relation to tombak 1. The boxes in the example show these inversions.
The third type of relationship between the tombak-ha is motive over
accompaniment. In these instances, tombak 1 plays a motive while tombak 2 plays an
accompaniment. As the motive is developed into variants, the accompaniment will either
vary at the same time as the motive (e.g. motive 18 over accompaniment 5 measures 309336) or it will continuously repeat the same passage unchanged (e.g. motive 1 variant 5
over accompaniment 1 measures 6-8).
The last tombak relationship is motive over motive. Here, two motives or one of
their variants are played at the same time. One motive is played by tombak 1 and the
other by tombak 2 (e.g. motive 8 over motive 7’ measure 57, see Figure 96).

Figure 97: Rajabi motive 8 over motive 7’ (measure 57); motive over motive tombak
relationship. 202

7) Development of the motives and accompaniments
Throughout the piece, the motives and accompaniments are developed in many
different ways. I will briefly describe the five most frequently used methods for
developing the motives.

202

Rajabi, Tonbak-Training, 49.
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The first and most predominant method is the substitution of low tones with high tones
and vice versa. The toms and bak-ha create the stress points in the motives. In the motivic
variants, the notes found on the stress points are often altered. The toms are substituted
with bak-ha and the bak-ha are substituted with toms. This development
method is found in the majority of the motives and variants of this piece. In the
annotated score, I have indicated this type of development with an apostrophe symbol
( ‘ ). The meaning of the apostrophe in the analysis is the same as was described earlier in
topic 6. Figure 97 is an example of the substitution of tom-ha and bak-ha on the stress
points.

Figure 98: Rajabi, development process from motive 7 variant 2 (measure 63) top
line to motive 7 variants 2’ (measure 64) bottom line; substitution of tom-ha and
bak-ha on rhtyhm’s stress points. 203
Apart from the substitution of tom-ha and bak-ha on the stress points, there is also
substitution of high and low tones using different techniques; see Figure 98.

Figure 99: Rajabi, development process from motive 8 (measure 57) top line to
motive 8’ (measure 59) bottom line; substitution of high and low tones using
different playing techniques. 204
203
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Despite the difference in playing techniques, the two examples above demonstrate
essentially the same development technique. Given its frequent use, the substitution
between high and low tones is the most important development method in this piece.
The second most common method for motivic development is to change the
playing technique. This is done by either altering one or several playing techniques or by
inserting entirely new ones; see Figure 99.

Figure 100: Rajabi, development process from motive 10 (measures 93-94) top line
to motive 10 variant 1 (measures 97-100) bottom line; playing technique
alterations.205
In Figure 99, motive 10 initially uses bak-ha, which are replaced with finger nail snaps in
the variant (note that the variant is double the length of the initial motive).
The third motivic development method is to subdivide the rhythm: to change
quarter notes, into eighth notes, eighth notes into sixteenth notes, or sixteenth notes into
thirty-second notes, see Figure 100.

204
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Figure 101: Rajabi, development process from motive 1 variant 2 (measure 3) top
line to motive 1 variant 3 (measure 4) bottom line; subdivision of rhythm, from
larger rhythmic values to smaller rhythmic values.206
The last two motivic development methods occur less frequently then the others
just mentioned. There is the displacement of stress points, which includes added or
removing stress points. This happens when the natural accents in the rhythm are
removed, moved or new accents are added in the variant. In Figure 101, the arrows
indicate accents that have been added.

Figure 102: Rajabi, development process from motive 12 variant 5 (measures 155156) top line to motive 12 variant 6 (measures 159-160) bottom line; addition of new
stress points to the rhythm.207
The last development technique is the change from a duplet rhythm to a triplet
rhythm, see Figure 102.
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Rajabi, Tonbak-Training: Advanced, 43.
Ibid, 55. – top musical example
Ibid, 56. – bottom musical example
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Figure 103: Rajabi, development process from motive 10 variant 1 (measures 97100) top line to motive 10 variant 2 (measures 105-108) bottom line; rhythmic
change from duplet to triplet subdivisions.208
The example above highlights the change from a duplet based rhythm (eighth notes) in
motive 10 variant 1 to a triplet based rhythm (sextuplets) in motive 10 variant 2.

8) Compositional techniques used to develop the materials
Taking into consideration the information raised in topic 7, I would summarize by
stating that the main compositional techniques Rajabi uses to develop the materials are
the substitution of low and high notes, the alteration of playing techniques, and rhythmic
changes that occur through the subdivision of the rhythm and the change from duplet to
triplet rhythms.
Apart from the development techniques addressed in question 7, it is also useful
to look at what is maintained from the motives in the variants. I believe it is important to
look at the characteristics that remain consistent and create continuity between motive
and variants.
The first characteristic that is almost always maintained in the variants is the
number of measures. Almost every motive in this piece has the same number of measures
as its variants. The only exceptions are, motive 10 and 12, whose variants have double
the number of measures and motives 23 and 24 who either remove or add one measure in
the variants.
Another technique for creating continuity between motive and variants is through
the playing techniques and the stress points. When a variant is rhythmically very different
208
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from its motive, Rajabi tends to maintain the playing techniques and/or stress points to
give a sense of continuity, see Figure 103.

Figure 104: Rajabi, development process from motive 18 (measures 309-312) top
line to motive 18 variant 1 (measures 313-316) bottom line; continuity in playing
techniques and rhythmic stress points. 209
In Figure 103, the rhythm used in the variant is very different from the initial motive.
However, the playing techniques are the same, and several of the stress points have been
kept. Stress points that are maintained from one passage to the next are boxed together in
Figure 103.
By maintaining a motive’s number of measure, playing techniques, and stress
points in its variants, Rajabi ensures that the two passages be understood as a motive and
variant and not as two independent motives. Maintaining these elements also allows
Rajabi to vary the rhythmic aspect of the variants without creating to much difference
between it and its motive.

9) Development of the piece as a whole
This piece presents several motives in different time signatures and tempi. To
better understand the unfolding of this piece, I propose structuring it into three sections,
A, B, and C. The first section, measures 1-68, is the slowest and has several time
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signatures. Section B goes from measures 69-300. Its time signature is 2/4 time and it has
medium tempi. The last section, measures 301-597, has the quickest tempi and has a 6/8
time signature. As a whole, this piece gradually accelerates; each section has a faster
general tempo then the previous section. Also each section is longer then the one before
it, section A has 68 measures, section B has 232 measures, and section C has 297
measures. Therefore, this piece develops through a process of expansion and acceleration.
Now, we will look at the development of each individual section. Figure 104 is a
summary of this piece’s form.
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Figure 105: Rajabi, macro structure of the piece.
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Section A
Section A can be divided into three subsections, 1, 2, and 3. The first subsection,
measures 1-36, begins with a very slow motive in a 6/2 time signature. In Iranian
Classical Music, this type of slow motive is used for pishdaramad. The term
pishdaramad can be translated to “pre-introduction”. These are composed pieces that are
normally used to begin a concert. In the middle of the first subsection there is a fast 6/8
section, which can be seen as foreshadowing the end of the piece. This subsection
concludes itself with its initial motive.
Subsection 2, measures 37-52, is faster then the first subsection and it is in a 5/4
meter. The last subsection, measures 53-68, is the fastest of the three and is in a 7/8
meter. Subsections 2 and 3 end with the return of their initial motive. It is not very
common, but some pishdaramad-ha are being composed in meters such as 5/8 and 7/8.210
It therefore seemed logical to group the 6/4, 5/4, and 7/8 passages all under one section.
Overall, section A develops as a gradual accelerando. It is organized into three
subsections, each with its own time signature and motives. Also, each subsection
concludes with the return of its initial motive.
Section B
The second section of this piece, section B measures 69-300, comprises six
subsections. They are grouped together since they are all composed with a 2/4 time
signature, and the first and last subsections both present motive 9. This motivic repetition
reinforces the sense of beginning and ending for this section. Section B also concludes
with the first cadence of the piece.
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The subsections of section B are different in regards to their tempi and motivic
content. The subsections are continuously alternating between medium slow and medium
fast tempi. The first (measures 69-92), third (measures 113-170), and fifth (measures
227-250) subsections have a medium slow speed, and the second (measures 93-112),
fourth (measures 171-226), and sixth ( measures 251-300) subsections have a medium
fast speed. The result of these tempo changes gives the following progression: mid-slow,
mid-fast, mid-slow, mid-fast, mid-slow, and mid-fast.
Each subsection, along with having a unique tempo, presents a single unique
motive, with the exception of the third and sixth subsection. Subsection 3 presents two
motives, motive 11 (measures 113-116) and 12 (measure 129), and subsection 6 contains
motive 9 superimposed by motive 15 (measures 259-266) and 16 (measures 283-286).
With the exception of these two subsections, section B progresses with the presentation
and development of a single motive with a unique tempo followed by a new motive and
development at a new tempo, and so on. Although the subsections are related, the
frequent tempo changes give a sense of separation between the subsections. The
subsections can be seen as individual fragments, connected to each other yet also distinct
from one another. I would describe this style of writing as a “fragmented” style of
composition. The term “fragmented” style of composition is meant to highlight the
several contrasts occurring due to tempo changes throughout this piece.
Section C
The final section of this piece, section C (measures 301-597), can be divided into
seven subsections. As with section B, these subsections are primarily based on tempo
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changes. Each subsection has either a faster or slower tempo then the proceeding or
following subsection. The tempi are not organized in any systematic order.
Subsections 1 (measures 301-341), 2 (measures 342-359), 4 (measures 417-432),
and 5 (measures 433-452) each contain a single motive with its variants. Note that,
subsection 1 does begin with motive 17 (measures 305-308) before continuing with
motive 18. However, motive 17 is a very brief passage that resembles more a transition
then a motive. I’ve labeled it a motive since it is restated sporadically throughout section
C.
Subsection 3 (measures 360-416) is slightly more complex as it contains several
motives. Its main motive is motive 20 (measures 384-415), which is superimposed over
motive 9. Here motive 9 acts as a secondary motive. Before motive 20 is presented,
subsection 3 begins with motive 17 (measures 360-363) and the motive 19 (measures
364-383) in a very brief passage. Motive 19 has a slightly slower tempo then motive 17
and 20, however this tempo change is too brief to be considered its own subsection,
therefore I have grouped motive 17, 19, and 20 all under subsection 3.
Subsection 6 (measures 454-491) is the slowest subsection. It acts as a preparation
for the ending. Motivically it contains motives 23 (measures 454-455) and 24 (measures
474-476) played solo tombak 1. This solo texture creates a drop in overall volume. The
drop in tempo and in sound allow for momentum to build before beginning the piece’s
finale.
Subsection 7 (measures 492-597) begins with the same motives as subsection 6,
motives 23 and 24 (measures 492-506), but now at a very fast tempo. It follows with
moments of solo passages, motives 25, 26, and 27 (measures 515-575). Again, the solo
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passages are similar to subsection 6 but with a faster tempo. Finally, section C and the
piece concludes with both tombak-ha together playing motive 28 and the final cadence.
Summary
Looking at the development of this piece as a whole, I argue that sections A, B,
and C each have their own structural features. Section A can be organized though the
repetition of motives. Each of section A’s subsections repeats its initial motive as a
conclusion, thus creating the sense of a completed idea. Section B can be structured
through the alteration of medium slow and medium fast subsections. Section C can be
seen as a gradual and progressive movement towards the finale, which has one of the
fastest tempi of the entire piece.
I further argue that the unifying structural feature of this piece is the fragmented
composition style. Throughout each section, I have raised several different motives. In
the majority of the cases when the motive changes the tempo also changes. As a result,
this creates several contrasting passages. Because there are so many contrasting segments
in the piece’s progression, I argue that this piece is composed with a fragmented
composition style. In this sense, the main aspect that guides and pushes the development
of this piece is the contrasts created by juxtaposing different motives and tempi.

10) Structuring of the piece
I would argue that the form for Rajabi’s piece follows in a general sense the form
of a Classical Iranian Music performance, a multi-movement form sometimes referred to
as a ‘suite’.211 Because there is no melody or text in Rajabi’s piece, I cannot argue that
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Rajabi’s piece is entirely based on a classical Iranian suite form. Several of the
movements from the suite are defined by the text and melody. Therefore, without these
elements it would be impossible to connect the suite’s movements with Rajabi’s piece
with absolute certainty. However, I believe that I will be able to demonstrate sufficient
similarities between the form of Rajabi’s piece and the form of a classical Iranian suite to
support the claim that they share the same general development. The similarities I will
raise between the two forms will focus on metric structure and tempo. The form of a
Classical Iranian Music performance was explained in Chapter 1.

Form for Rajabi’s piece
I will now compare the form of Rajabi’s piece to the form of a classical Iranian
suite, see Table 4. For the suite, I will use the simplest version of the suite, described by
Caton and Zonis, as a primary reference and I will include in parenthesis the variants
proposed by Azadehfar and Farhat.
Classical Iranian suite

Rajabi’s piece

Pishdaramad:
- composed
- slow tempo
- 6/4 time signature

Section A:
- slow to medium tempi
- 6/4 time signature

(5/8 and 7/8 time signatures are used in exceptional cases) - 6/8 time signature
(can be substituted for chaharmezrab:
- medium to fast tempo
- 3/8, 6/16, or 6/8 time signature)
Avaz:
- based on radif

- 5/4 time signature212
- 7/8 time signature
Section B:

212

Note that 5/8 and 5/4 are not exactly the same time signature. However, in this musical tradition the
denominator in a time signature is not as important as the numerator. From this perspective, I would argue
that 5/8 and 5/4 time signatures are similar enough to view as equivalent since they both are five beat
metric structures.
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- non-metered
- improvisation based
(darammad and/or chaharmezrab can come before avaz)
Tasnif:
- composed
- 2/4, 6/8, or 5/8 time signature
Reng:
- composed
- medium to fast tempo
- 6/8 time signature

- various medium tempi
- 2/4 time signature
Section C:
- various fast tempi
- 6/8 time signature

(can be substituted for chaharmezrab:
- medium to fast tempo
- 3/8, 6/16, or 6/8 time signature)
Table 4: Comparison between musical form of Classical Iranian suite and Rajabi’s
piece.
In Table 4, I have shown the multiple similarities that exist between the musical
form of a classical Iranian suite and Rajabi’s piece. I believe that, the resemblances raised
in the graph between the two forms sufficiently support the argument that Rajabi’s piece
is composed using a similar macro structure as a classical Iranian suite. As demonstrated
in the table, the similarities between the two musical forms are based on metric structures
and tempo.

DARIUSH ZARBAFIAN: Fariba
This piece is not yet published; it was collected from Zarbafian’s private library.213
Zarbafian’s piece, titled Fariba, is divided into five movements. The fourth
movement contains two large distinct sections, which allow it to be divided into two
parts, movement 4 part 1 and movement 4 part 2. With the division of Movement 4, there
is a total of six separate sections in this piece. With the exception of Movement 3, each of
these sections possesses unique motivic materials. The most important feature for the
213
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motives in this piece is their metric structure. To understand the metric structures in this
piece it is important to look at Zarbafian’s academic research. His research on the history
of Iranian rhythms focused on the period of Islamic rule over Iran; more specifically on
treatises from the 9th to the beginning of the 15th century. 214 Through his studies of
Iranian rhythmic cycles, or periodic rhythms, from this period, Zarbafian found the
inspiration for Fariba.

Periodic rhythms in Iran
For his doctoral thesis, Zarbafian has studied ancient Islamic rhythmic systems
dating back to the 9th century 215; in particular from theorists Abu Ali Ibn Sina (9801037), Safiyoddin Abdolmomen Armavi (13th century), and Abu Nasr Farabi (873950)216. The rhythmic system Zarbafian focused on is referred to as advâr-é ighâï, ozân
ighâî,217 and atanin.218 The English equivalent for advâr-é ïghâï, and the term that will be
used in this thesis, is ‘periodic rhythm’.
The periodic rhythms from Zarbafian’s research are based on two fundamental
principals, naghareh and josgh.219 The term naghareh refers to the shortest rhythmic
values in a periodic rhythm.220 Any articulated note must be comprised of a minimum of
two naghareh, one that is sounded and a second that is silent. The silent naghareh
separates the articulated note from the next articulated note. If I were to translate this
notion into Western musical notation, imagine a rhythm written entirely with eighth
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notes. Each naghareh in this case would be equal to a sixteenth note. The first sixteenth
note would be an articulated naghareh, the second sixteenth note an unarticulated or
silent sixteenth note.
When two naghareh are combined (one sounded the second silent) they form the
basic unit for periodic rhythms, which is called josgh. Adding articulated or unarticulated
naghareh can lengthen basic rhythmic units, josgh. These basic units of various lengths
will be referred to as ‘cells’ throughout this analysis.
For the analysis of Zarbafian’s piece, the length and construction of each cell will
be based on the number of eighth notes it possesses, which will also be refereed to as
‘counts’. Although eighth notes are not the shortest rhythmic value found in this piece,
they are the most frequently used note value making them an ideal reference. Using
longer note values to determine the construction of cells would not produce sufficient
information to analyze, and using shorter note values would give an excessive amount of
information making the analysis too laborious.
To understand the structure of the periodic rhythms used in this piece, the piece
will first be deconstructed into motives (similar to the previous analyses) then the
motives will be segmented into cells (cells are combinations of two or more naghareh,
which are articulated or silent percussive rhythmic values). The segmentation of motives
will be based on the written divisions in the rhythm (how the notes are grouped together)
and the rhythm’s stress points. The construction of each cell and the combination of cells
will determine the structure of the motives. Figure 106 illustrates what cells are and how
the number of counts is indicated. In this figure, I’ve boxed each cell and indicated above
the cell the number counts or eighth notes it possesses.
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Figure 106: Zarbafian movement 1, motive 1 (measure 1); division of cells and
number of counts (eighth notes) belonging to each cell.
1) Motivic material
There are eighteen motives in this piece; see Appendix 7-A for complete list.
Each motive is one measure long. The first movement contains five motives all of which
are comprised of eleven eighth notes. Each motive has four cells, the first cell is made up
of four counts, the second has three counts, and the last two cells have two counts each.
There are two main features for these motives. First, the majority of the motives
emphasize the last cell with two prominent bass tones; see Figure 107.

Figure 107: Zarbafian, movement 1, motive 2 (measure 9); prominent bass tones in
the last cell, found in the majority of motives in movement 1.
Second, the cell of three counts is usually divided into two groups. Each one is the
equivalent of three sixteenth notes, see Figure 108.

Figure 108: Zarbafian, movement 1, motive 1 (measure 1); division of three count
cell into two equal groups, each group is equal to three sixteenth notes.
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The second movement has five motives, all made up of seven counts. The
structure for the motives is three cells, the first two cells have two counts each and the
last cell has three counts. Regarding these motives, I would like to mention the similarity
between the second motive and the first motive from movement 1, and the subdivision of
the cell of three counts.
The second motive from movement 2 is the exact same as the beginning of the
first motive from movement 1; see Figure 109.

Figure 109: Zarbafian, similarities between movement 1, motive 1 (measure 1) and
movement 2, motive 2 (measure 28).
The subdivision of the three-count cell is also the same as in the first movement. The
three eighth notes are divided into two groups, each one is equivalent to three sixteenth
notes, see Figure 110.

Figure 110: Zarbaifan, movement 2, motive 5 (measure 53); division on three count
cell into two equal group of three sixteenth notes.
Motive 1 of the second movement is a little different however. Its three-count cell is
organized into a particular rhythm that is used throughout the entire piece, see Figure
111.
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Figure 111: Zarbafian, movement 2, motive 1 (measure 6); three count cell is
organized into a particular rhythm found throughout the entire piece.
The third movement is very brief and has two motives. The motivic material for
this movement is taken from the first movement of the piece. Motive 1 from the third
movement is exactly the same as the motive 1 from the first movement. The second
motive from movement 3 is a variant of motive 2 from the first movement. In the
comparison below, Figure 112, I’ve boxed the cells that are rhythmically the same and I
used an arrow to link the last cell of each passage to highlight the similar use of bass
notes.

Figure 112: Zarbafian, similarities between movement 1, motive 2 (measure 9) top
line and movement 3, motive 2 (measure 13) bottom line.

Movement 4 part 1 contains three motives. Each motive has a total of fifteen
eighth notes or counts. They are all slightly different from each other in terms of the
construction of their cells. Table 5 compares the motives by showing the number of
counts for each cell.
Motive Number of counts per cell Total number of
counts
1
4–2–2–3–2–2
15
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2

4–4–3–2–2

15

3

2–2–2–2–3–2–2

15

Table 5: Zarbafian, cell construction for the three motives from Movement 4 part 1.
Table 5 shows that in motive 1 the second and third cell of two counts each are combined
to form a single cell of four counts in motive 2. Also, motive 2’s second and third cells
are each divided into two equal parts in the third motive.
The second part of movement 4 has two motives that share the same structure.
Both motives contain seven cells. The number of counts per cell is as follows; 2, 2, 3, 2,
3, 2, and 3 giving a total of seventeen counts.
The fifth and final movement possesses a single motive. This motive has the same
structure as the motives in movement one and three. The motive’s structure is four cells
with the following counts; 4, 3, 2, and 2, which have a sum of eleven counts. The biggest
difference between movement 5’s motive and the motives from movement 1 is the
rhythm for their last cells. In movement 1, the majority of the motives’ last cell is two
bass tones played with eighth notes. In the fifth movement, the motive ends with a very
noticeable rhythm using thirty-second notes, see Figure

Figure 113: Zarbafian, comparison between movement 1, motive 1 (measure 1) and
movement 5, motive 1 (measure 1); key difference is the last cell, two eighth notes
versus thirty-second note rhythmic motif.
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2) Connections between motives and preexisting material
All of the motives in this piece are not known to have connections to previously
composed materials.

3) Accompaniment material
The accompaniments in this piece play various roles in relation to the motive, see
appendix 7-B for list of accompaniments. One role is to help emphasize certain cells from
the motive. This can be done two ways. First, the accompaniment can have the same
rhythm and tones as the motive. This supports the motive by adding more volume to
specific notes or cells, see Figure 114.

Figure 114: Zarbafian, movement 4 part 1, motive 1 variant 1 over accompaniment
2 (measure 2); accompaniment mainly plays same rhythm and tones as motive.
In Figure 114, the boxed section shows that the first cell for the accompaniment and
motive are identical. The arrows indicate specific notes that are identical in both motive
and accompaniment. The second way the accompaniment can help emphasize the
motive’s cells is by adding new contrasting sounds. The combination different sounds
from the motive and accompaniment help highlight certain cells or parts of a cell; see
Figure 115.
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Figure 115: Zarbafian, movement 4 part 2, motive 1 variant 12 over accompaniment
2 (measure 13); accompaniment adds new sounds to contrast with motive.
In the example above, the boxed sections show where the accompaniment adds sounds
that contrast with the motive. As a result, those notes and the cell they belong to are
emphasized.
Another important role accompaniments can play is to create syncopations; see
Figure 116.

Figure 116: Zarbafian, movement 2, motive 3 over accompaniment 1 (measure 36);
syncopation created by accompanying rhythm.
The boxed note in the passage above is an example of syncopation created by the
accompaniment. The ‘X’ above the note indicates a playing technique where both hands
play the tombak creating a relatively loud sound. Since this note appears on the second
eighth note of a cell of two counts, it creates a syncopation in relation to the motive.
The last role accompaniments have in this piece is to add a continuous stream of
sound to support the motive. This occurs when the accompaniment plays a long roll, see
Figure 117.
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Figure 117: Zarbafian, movement 1, motive 1 over accompaniment 1 (measure 3);
continuous stream of sound created by roll in accompaniment.
In Figure 117, the boxed sections is a roll in the accompaniment, which creates a
backdrop of constant sound while the motive plays over it.
4) Cadences
There are seven cadences in this piece; see Appendix 7-C for full list. The
majority of the cadences appear at the end of a movement. Only two of them are found
within a movement and they are used to conclude subsections.
An important commonality between these cadences is the presence of thirtysecond notes. The cadences will very often accelerate the rhythm to conclude a section or
a movement; see Figure 118.

Figure 118: Zarbafian, movement 1, cadence 3 (measure 67); thirty-second note
ending.
Another important feature that can be seen in Figure 118 is the rhythmic and pitch unison
between both tombak-ha. During the last cells of a cadence both tombak-ha will usually
be in unison.
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The third commonality between the cadences is that several of them have the
same beginning as the measure that precedes them. It is only the ending of the preceding
measure that is changed or omitted in the cadence, see Figure 119.

Figure 119: Zarbafian, movement 1, measure 35 and cadence 1 measure 36; cadence
begins with the same material as the previous measure.
5) Transitional material
There are no transitional materials in this piece.

6) Relationship between tombak 1 and tombak 2
The most common relationship between both tombak-ha is when they each play a
motive simultaneously. In other words, when there are two motives of equal importance
superimposed, one played by each tombak. This relationship creates a dense polyrhythm.
Although both tombak lines complement each other throughout the piece, they develop
independently from one another. In the example below, the first tombak plays two
variants of motive 2 while the second tombak plays a different variant of motive 2
followed by a variant of motive 3, see Figure 120.
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Figure 120: Zarbafian, movement 1, motive 2 variant 2 and 4 over motive 2 variant
3 and motive 3 variant 2 (measure 12-13); superimposition of motives and each
tombak has independent development process.
The polyrhythm shown in Figure 120 is the most frequent type of relation between
tombak 1 and 2 in this piece. Its main features are both tombak-ha play different motives
and having different development processes.
Another type of relation between the tombak-ha is having a motive in tombak 1
and an accompaniment in tombak 2. This relation is particularly seen in the second
movement. In this situation, tombak 1 plays the motives while tombak 2 supports the
motive with one or several accompaniments. Similar to the first type of relation, both
tombak-ha develop their musical content, whether motive or accompaniment,
independently from the other line; see Figure 121.

Figure 121: Zarbafian, movement 2, motive 3 and motive 3 variant 3 over
accompaniment 1 and accompaniment 1 variant 2 (measures 43-44); motive over
accompaniment tombak relationship, each tombak has independent development
process.
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Figure 121, is an example of a motive in tombak 1 layered over an accompaniment in
tombak 2. This type of polyrhythm is similar to the first tombak relation where each line
continues with a development that is both relevant yet also autonomous from the other.
The last two relations are solo and unison. Solos only occur in tombak 1. They are
primarily found at the beginning of a movement or section and act as introductions to a
new metric structure or motive. The tombak-ha are only in unison during two sections,
this excludes brief passages like cadences or sporadic individual cells. Movement five is
entirely unison except for the cadence at the end and a section in the middle of the first
movement is also unison.
7) Development of the motives and accompaniments
Regarding the development of materials, I will only be dealing with the motives
of the piece since the accompaniments do not offer any new insights into how the
materials are developed.
As previously mentioned, this composition is based on a periodic rhythmic system
that divides a rhythmic phrase or motive into small cells. To properly analyze this piece,
it is important to define all the cells within the motives and its variants. To facilitate the
analysis of the motives’ development, I will use an alphanumeric system to summarize
the cells’ musical content. Within a movement, letters will be used to label each unique
cell. The letters are use based on the appearance of the cell, starting with the letter A and
continuing in alphabetical order. In other words, the first unique cell will be labeled A,
the second unique cell will be labeled B, and so on, see Figure 122.
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Figure 122: Zarbafian, movement 2, motive 1 (measure 6); division and labeling of
cells.
Figure 122 shows that the first unique cell, A, is repeated before the second unique cell,
B, is presented. When two or more cells are very similar in content with only slight
variants, they will be labeled with the same letter followed by a hyphenated number to
indicate that the cell is a variant of the original. The numbers will also be used based on
order of appearance, see Figure 123.

Figure 123: Zarbafian, movement 1, motive 1 (measure 1); hyphenated numbers
used to indicate cell variants.
Figure 123 shows that the first and third cells are very similar in content with the only
difference being the length of the cell. As a result, both cells are labeled as A and the
third cell is hyphenated with a number to indicate that it is a variant.
To understand how the motivic materials are developed in this piece, I will look at
three aspects. I will compare each motive to its variants, then I will group all the cells that
are labeled with the same letter to compare them, and finally I will see if the different
cells within a motive develop in the same manner.
Motive and variant comparison
To undertake the analysis of the motives’ development, each motive will be
compared to all of its variants. This comparison will be based on the individual cells.
Each motive will de aligned with its variants in a table; see Appendix 7-D. The columns
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will separate the motives’ cells to facilitate the comparison. Once the table is complete, I
will look at the progression that occurs in each column. I will look at the number of
different cells present in each column and their frequency of appearance. This will tell me
the amount of musical material used in the development of the motives and if there are
any prominent cells. To simplify the analysis, the musical materials in the table will be
replaced by the alphanumeric system described above. Instead of addressing the musical
content, this analysis will look at the letters that represent the musical content.
In Appendix 7-D, the summary of each column is written at the bottom of each
table. These summaries indicate that the last cell of each motive remains very consistent
throughout the variants. The last cell will often maintain the same letter in all its variants,
see Table 6 for an example. Note, in Table 6, cells 1 and 2 are also consistent, however I
only highlight the last cell because it remains consistent outside this small example, as we
will see in Table7.
Motive and Variant Number
4
4-1
4-2
4-3
4-4
4-5
Total number of different letters
Prominent Letters

Cell 1
M
M-1
M
M-1
M-2
M-1
1
M

Cell 2
M
M-1
M
M-1
M-1
M-1
1
M

Cell 3
J-1
J
J
J-4
J-4
J-5
1
J

Table 6: Zarbafian, movement 2 motive 4 and variant; consistency in last cell
throughout one motive and variants.
In some cases, movements 1, 3, 4 part 1, and 5, the last cell will remain constant
throughout the entire movement, see table 7.
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Motive and Variant Number
1
1-1
1-2

Cell 1
A
A-1
A-1

Cell 2
B
E
B-1

Cell 3
B
E
B-1

Cell 4
C
C
C

Cell 5
D
D
D

Cell 2
N
N-2
L

Cell 3
J
M
J
M

Cell4
G-4
L
O
O-1

Cell 5
E-1
E-1
E-1
E-1

Cell 6
E
E
E

Table 3, Fariba, movement 4 part 1, motive 1.

Motive and Variant Number
2
2-1
2-2
2-3

Cell 1
N
N-1
N
N-1

Table 4, Fariba, movement 4 part 1, motive 2.

Table 7: Zarbafian, movement 4 part 1, motive 1 and motive 2; consistency in the
last cell between different motives.
The tables in Appendix 7-D also show that the first and middle cells of the motive
have on average of three letters. The only exceptions are motive 2 from movement 1 and
motive 1 from movement 4 part 2. These motives have a much larger amount of variants
resulting in the first and middle columns possessing around nine letters each. Excluding,
these two exceptions, the small number of different letters indicates that the motives are
developed using a very restricted amount of new material. Since the development of the
motives does not occur through the presentation of new material, it is the variant of the
cells grouped under the same letter that is the most important feature in the development
of the motives.
Note, grouping cells together under a same letter versus separating motive under
different letters requires some level of subjective judgment and is debatable. I believe that
my groupings of cells, which was based on the musical content of the cells and the
musical context in which they were found, adequately represent the piece’s micro
structures. To see the cells grouped together under each letter, please see Appendix 7-E,
‘Dariush Zarbafian, cells and variants’. Although a few cells could arguably be placed
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under a different letter, I do not believe that these few changes would greatly effect my
conclusions or results since these are based on the piece’s main structural tendencies and
compositional approaches and not on small unique variants.
Comparison of cells labeled under same letter
Regarding the development of the cells grouped under the same letter, there are
four types of developments that are most frequently found; change in playing technique,
substitution between separate notes and a roll, insertion of notes, and doubling or
reducing by half the length of the cell.
Changes in playing technique occur when one tombak stroke is replaced with
another. To demonstrate this, the example below, from movement 4 part 2 cell P, shows
several changes that can be found between variants of a single cell, see Figure 124.

Figure 124: Zarbafian, development process for movement 4 part 2, cell P variant 3,
4, and 5; changes in playing technique.
In Figure 124, the boxed playing techniques are replaced with new ones in the succeeding
variant.
The substitution between separate notes and a roll is when one or several notes of
a cell are replaced with a roll in a variant or vice versa. The boxed notes in the example
below demonstrate this type of development, see Figure 125.
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Figure 125: Zarbafian, development process, movement 1 cell C, original cell and
variant 1; substitution of individual note for roll.
The insertion of notes can occur two ways. First, the note or notes can replace a
rest and take the space that was silent before, see Figure 126.

Figure 126: Zarbafian, development process, movement 1, cell I, original and
variant 1; inserting notes by replacing a rest.
A second possibility is when the rhythm is subdivided into smaller rhythmic values,
which allow one or more notes to be inserted, see Figure 127.

Figure 127: Zarbafian, movement 4 part 1, cell A, variant 2 and 4; inserting a note
through rhythmic subdivision.
Note that the last three types of cell development include within them rhythmic
changes. Although rhythmic alterations are not explicitly mentioned as a type of cell
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development, it is found throughout this piece embedded in the other types of cell
development.
Lastly, I will comment no the relationship between the cells of each separate
motive. For the majority, the cells of a motive develop independently from each other. In
only a few instances do the first and third or two other middle cells have correlated
developments. In Appendix 7-D, this type of correlation would be seen in the tables if
both cells change letter (or variant of a letter) at the same time, see table 8.
Motive and Variant Number
1
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Cell 1
A
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1

Cell 2
B
E
B-1
E-1
E
B-1
E-1

Cell 3
B
E
B-1
E-1
E
B-1
E-1

Cell 4
C
C
C
K
J
K
J

Cell 5
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Cell 6
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

Table 8: Zarbafian, movement 4 part 1, motive 1, variants 1 to 6; correlation
between cell 2 and cell 3 regarding letter changes.
In Table 8, the boxed letters show that cells 2 and 3 have the same development process
in the first six motive variants since they change letter at the same time and they also
present the same letters. This type of relationship between cells is found briefly and
sporadically in this piece. The cells will more commonly develop independently.

8) Compositional techniques used to develop the materials
The main composition techniques for this piece can be divided into two
categories, the techniques for varying individual cells and the techniques for varying the
entire motive.
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There are four main compositional techniques used to vary individual cells in this
piece, changing playing techniques, substituting between separate notes and a roll,
inserting notes, and doubling or reducing by half the length of the cell. These techniques
were described in the previous questions and the full list of cells categorized by letter can
be found in Appendix 7-E.
Continuity and change are the key factors for the development of entire motives.
When motives are developed into variants, continuity and change are mainly influenced
by which cells change letter (musical content) and which cells keep the same letter. When
a motive is developed there is at least one cell that does not change; most often it is the
last cell of the motive. In addition, one or more of the other cells will often remain the
same as well, see Table 9.
Motive and
Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4
Variant Number
2
I
J
A-2
C
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
2-11
2-12
2-13
2-14

I-1
I-2
L
D
I-3
M
I-5
I-6
P
P-1
P-3
M-1
I-9
O-1

K
K
K
K
K
K
K-1
K
K
J-1
J-1
K
K
J-3

A-2
A-2
B-1
A-2
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-3
A-3
A-3
Q
Q
F-1
Q

C
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-2
C-2
C-3
C-3

Table 6: Fariba, movement 1, motive 2, motive and variants.

Table 9: Zarbafian, development process movement 1, motive 2, motive and
variants; circled cells change letter from one variant to the next, unmarked cell
maintain the same letter.
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Table 9 shows the four most common compositional techniques for varying the motives.
Of these techniques, the first three are more frequent. The first is to have only one cell
change letter, see circled letters in variants 1, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11. The second technique
is to have two cells change letter at the same time, see circled letters in variants 3, 4, 12,
13. The third technique is to have no letters change as in variants 2 and 8. Lastly, the
least frequent technique is to have three or more cells change letters at the same time, see
variant 14. Having only a few cells change letter at a time indicates that motivic materials
in this piece mainly develop very gradually. When moving from one motive variant to the
next, there will usually be only one or two cells that change musical content. The other
cells either maintain the same content or only slightly vary through the four development
techniques described earlier regarding individual cell variant. The resulting effect is of
starting with a single entity that slowly develops by only having a small number of parts
change at the same time until eventually the entire entity is different from its original
state.

9) Development of the piece as a whole
This piece is organized into five movements. The first, second, and fourth
movement possesses unique structures while movements three and five share a similar
form; see Figure 128 for a summary of the piece’s form.
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Figure 128: Zarbafian, macro structure of piece.
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Movement 1 presents five motives based on an eleven-count metric structure.
This movement is divided into five subsections. The fist two subsections each present
unique motivic and accompaniment material. The second subsection ends with the first
cadence. The third subsection, subsection C, is a brief intermediate passage with its own
motive. Subsection four continues developing the material from subsection two. The
movement concludes with a re-exposition of the first motive followed by the second
motive and new variants for both motives. Everything is then concluded with the third
cadence.
The second movement presents a seven count metric structure. The movement
begins with an introduction followed by three subsections. The first two subsections each
present a single motive with variants. The last subsection contains three new motives and
one accompaniment. The movement concludes with a cadence.
The third movement returns to an eleven-count meter structure and restates the
motivic material from movement one. It is a brief interlude that reintroduces motives one
and two from the first movement with different variants.
Movement four is divided into two main parts. The first part is based on a fifteen
count rhythmic meter. It only has one section that presents three motives and two
accompaniments. This part ends with a cadence. The second part of movement four is
composed with a meter of seventeen counts. It also only has one section, in this case with
two motives and three accompaniments.
The last movement returns to the eleven count metric structure found in
movements one and three. It presents one new motive and ends with a cadence.
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10) Structuring of the piece
One of the most important compositional techniques for structuring the piece as a
whole is the change in metric structure. Each movement has a metric structure that is
different from the movement preceding it. In other words, the movements are clearly
distinct from each other because of the meter changes.
Another important structural compositional technique is the reuse of previously
exposed content. On the macro level, movements 1, 3, and 5 all share the same eleven
count meter structure. This eleven-count meter cycle becomes the primary meter for the
whole piece since it introduces, concludes, and is found in the middle of the piece. On a
micro level, movement 1 re-exposes its first motive during the last subsection of the
piece. On both the micro and macro levels, the reuse of previous musical content gives
the movement or whole piece a sense of completion, a return to its initial point of
departure.
A third compositional technique for structuring the piece is the use of cadences.
Every movement, except for movement 4 part 2, ends with a cadence. This compositional
technique gives the movements a clear point of rest before undertaking the next
movement.
The last compositional technique I will mention is the use of short interludes in
the middle of a larger whole. In the first movement, the middle subsection (C) is a short
interlude that differs from the rest of the movement in terms of musical content. Looking
at the entire piece, the middle movement, movement 3, is very brief and differs from its
surrounding movements in that it restates the motives from the beginning of the piece. In
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both these cases, the middle section is used as a brief interlude meant to contrast with its
surrounding musical content. It acts as a momentary escape from the momentum built up
before it and prepares the music for what follows it.

COMPARISON
Similarities
The motives composed by Tehrani, Esmâ‘ili, and Rajabi, although very diverse
in content, were primarily written with 2/4, 4/4, and 6/8 time signatures. Many other time
signatures were also used but far less frequently. Each of these three composers based
some of their motives and accompaniments on content that could be traced back to
Tehrani’s tombak method book, Amouzesh-é Tombak. Note that Tehrani’s book is
primarily a collection of traditional tombak rhythms. As mentioned in the introduction of
this thesis, scholar Mohammad Reza Azadehfar describes the rhythms from Tehrani’s
Amouzesh-é Tombak as a general representation of current tombak characteristics and
meters.222 This indicates that Tehrani, Esmâ‘ili, and Rajabi incorporated into their
motives and accompaniments musical elements from the tombak’s recent tradition. By
‘recent tradition’, I mean rhythms commonly used during the 19th, 20th, and 21st
centuries.
Each composer used traditional tombak playing techniques in their pieces. For a
complete list of traditional playing techniques, as well as a few innovative techniques, see
Tehrani or Rajabi’s tombak training books.223 The compositions analyzed also used a few

222
223

Azadehfar, “Rhythmic Structure,” 238.
Tehrani, Amouzesh, 71-90.
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innovative techniques, in particular Rajabi’s piece, however the vast majority of each
piece focused on traditional playing techniques.
Every composer used accompaniments in his piece, with the exception of
Tehrani’s first three pieces. The most common function of the accompaniments is to
create a drone like stream of sound over which one or many motives are played. For
Tehrani this drone was created by a series of muffled pelang-ha (finger snaps) played
with eighth notes. For the other three composers, drones were created with rolls using
various playing techniques. Another common function in some of Esmâ‘ili, Rajabi, and
Zarbafian’s accompaniments is to have the accompaniments outline a motive’s metric or
rhythmic structure.
The composers all used cadences during their piece. The vast majority of the
cadences, with the exception of those in Rajabi’s piece, have in common the presence of
a roll (in Zarbafian’s piece the roll is actually thirty-second notes), unison between the
tombak-ha, and bass tones at the end of the cadence. These three characteristics are the
fundamental features found in almost every cadence.
The use of transitional material is almost negligible in regards to the works
analyzed. Only two composers use transitional materials in their piece, Esmâ‘ili and
Rajabi. Esmâ‘ili composed one transition and Rajabi wrote three transitions. All of them
are between one and four measures long making their presence in the music very scarce.
Given their limited presence, the use of transitional materials is not a noticeable feature in
these compositions.

Bahman Rajabi, Tonbak Training: Prepertory and Intermediate Course, School of Tonbak-Playing, vol. 1
(Tehran: Sorood Publications, 1393 (Hijri calendar)), 18-92.
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These musical works present several different types of relationships between the
tombak-ha. Esmâ‘ili, Rajabi, and Zarbafian use a mixture of four types of relations;
motive over motive, motive over accompaniment, solo, and unison. All of these tombak
relationships can be found in Esmâ‘ili, Rajabi, and Zarbafian’s pieces, however only one
or tow of the relationships are usually prioritize in each piece.
The most popular development technique in all the compositions analyzed is the
alteration of pitches or playing techniques. All of the composers develop the piece’s
motives by changing the playing techniques of individual notes. When doing this, the
rhythm and general pitch contour of the motive would stay the same. The most frequent
alteration found in all the compositions is to change a bak (high tone) for a tom (low
tone) and vise-versa. Other common development techniques are the substitution of
individual notes for rolls and the insertion or omission of notes. Inserting or omitting
notes occurs through rhythmic subdivisions or simplifications. In other words, changing
eighth notes into two sixteenth notes allows notes to be added and inverting this process
removes notes.
Another important aspect in the development of the motives is to have unchanged
parts. To maintain a connection between the motives and its variants, each composer
would only vary one part of the motive at a time. This ensured that there is always some
musical content that remains the same from variant to variant.
In a general sense, the macro structures for Tehrani, Esmâ‘ili, and Rajabi’s pieces
are based on a linear presentation of new motives, with the exception of Tehrani’s first
piece. In other words,, the piece continuously presents new motives as it progresses.
Motives are often restricted to one section of the piece; once they are presented they are
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usually not reused. This view of the pieces’ progression is to be taken in a general sense;
each piece does have a small number of motives that are reused throughout the work.
However, the reuse of motivic materials in Tehrani, Esmâ‘ili, and Rajabi’s pieces does
not contribute significantly to the pieces’ macro structures. I therefore find the general
understanding of a linear motivic enfoldment more apt to describe the pieces’ macro
structures.
A more important aspect regarding the pieces’ macro structures is the use of
metric and tempo changes. All the compositions use metric changes to indicate important
divisions in the music. Changes in time signature or period structure are used as clear
markers for the pieces’ different sections. In other words, a change in meter would
normally indicate that a new section has begun. Tehrani, Esmâ‘ili, and Rajabi also use
tempo changes in conjunction with the metric changes. Tempo changes are therefore
another key element in the pieces’ macro structure for those three composers.

Differences
Regarding motivic content, Zarbafian is the only composer to explicitly224 find
inspiration in ancient Iranian rhythmic cycles. The construction of his motives is based on
ancient musical treatises describing periodic or cyclical rhythms.225 As a result,

224

I am aware that Zarbafian was inspired by ancient rhythmic concepts because of the interviews I’ve
conducted with him and because of his academic writing on this topic. It is possible that the other
composers had also been inspired by ancient rhythmic concepts but I didn’t find any evidence of this in the
music or from any of my sources.
225
Abou Nasr Farabi, Kitab al-musiqua.
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Zarbafian’s motives are analyzed in terms of cells and periodic cycles instead of time
signatures.226
As previously mentioned, the content of some of Tehrani, Esmâ‘ili, and Rajabi’s
motives can be traced back to Tehrani’s Amouzesh-é Tombak, his tombak training book.
However, two fifths of Tehrani’s motives, two thirds of Esmâ‘ili and Rajabi’s motives,
and the entirety of Zarbafian’s motives are made up of content that can’t be traced back
to Tehrani, Esma‘ili, or Rajab’s tombak training books. In other words, the majority of
musical content composed by Esmâ‘ili, Rajabi, and Zarbafian is unique to each of them.
Their musical content could potentially be linked to traditional rhythms; but proving this
would require further study focusing on this issue. Regardless if their musical content can
or cannot be linked to tradition, the important aspect is that the compositions are all
different from each other. This suggests that the composers had different visions on how
to compose a tombak duet. With this in mind, I argue that although the composers share
the same musical tradition, they are all very distinct from each other in terms of
compositional approach. I believe that each composer was simultaneously influenced by
Classical Iranian musical tradition and their individual artistic ideas. Each composer
chose to create unique pieces inspired to a certain degree by his own personal artistic
identity.
Looking at the relationship between the tombak-ha, each composer emphasized a
different type of interaction. Tehrani is the only composer to have the tombak-ha in
constant dialogue. His pieces are the only ones where the instruments seldom play
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The other compositions can also be analyzed in terms of cells and periodic cycles; however, I felt that
looking at these pieces in terms of motives and variant to be more informative. I believe that analyzing
Tehrani, Esmâ‘ili, and Rajabi’s pieces in terms of motives and variants led me to find key information
relating to musical structure and compositional approaches.
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simultaneously, the tombak-ha contentiously playing in alternation, possibly for
pedagogical reasons. Esmâ‘ili is the only composer to have given equal importance to
both tombak-ha. In his piece, each tombak presents approximately the same number of
motives. Esmâ‘ili is also the only composer to predominantly use a motive over
accompaniment relationship between the tombak-ha. This means that one tombak is
presenting a motive while the other tombak supports the motive with an accompaniment.
Rajabi mainly used a tombak relationship that is unique to his piece, which I have labeled
‘pitch inverted unison’. In this type of relationship, the tombak-ha play the same rhythm
and overall pitches, however all the tom-ha (technique used to create low tones) in
tombak 1 are aligned with bak-ha (technique used to create high tones) in tombak 2 and
vice versa. In other words, they are in rhythmic and pitch unison except all of their tomha and bak-ha are inverted. Lastly, Zarbafian predominantly used a motive over motive
relationship in his piece. One tombak plays a motive while the other plays a variant of the
same or of a different motive. The result of this type of interaction is a very dense
polyrhythmic texture.
Regarding musical development, Zarbafian has a unique process to vary the
motives and accompaniments. A motive or accompaniment changes very gradually from
measure to measure. Usually, only a few parts of the passage would vary while the rest
remain the same. This process is repeated for the next measure using different parts of the
passage. This type of development process creates a passage that slowly changes its
content across several measures until it gradually becomes something new. Another
unique feature in the musical development of Zarbafian’s piece is the independence
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between the tombak-ha. At any given point in the piece, each tombak-ha develops its
motives and accompaniments at different rates and in different manners.
The macro structures of certain pieces also possess unique features. Tehrani’s
third piece is the only piece to connect the motives through musical content. Each new
motive develops a musical idea presented in the previous motive. The motives are
therefore all connected in terms of content to the motives preceding and succeeding them.
This creates a more seamless transition from one motive to the next. Tehrani is also the
only composer to incorporate improvisation sections into his piece (see piece 4). The
macro structure of Rajabi’s piece is unique since it is the only piece to follow the same
macro development of a Classical Iranian Music performance (a.k.a. Classical Iranian
Suite). As demonstrated in my analyses, the development of Rajabi’s piece shares several
important features with the sequence of pieces in a Classical Suite. The macro structure
of Zarbafian’s piece is unique because it is the only one that uses the re-exposition of
musical content as an important structural element. The motivic content presented in
Zarbafian’s first movement is reused in the middle and concluding movements. Using the
same musical material at the beginning, middle, and end of the piece creates clear
reference points for the beginning and ending of macro sections. Zarbafian is also the
only composer to have divided his composition using movement markings. In other
words, the movements were indicated in the score by the composer and were not added in
for the sake of the analysis.
The similarities and differences listed above show that these composers are rooted
in the same musical tradition yet have unique ways of expressing themselves within the
tradition. The works of each master shows how they were able to push the boundaries of
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their musical tradition. It is important to note that, although these pieces are unique, the
composers do not place themselves or their music outside of tradition. As Zarbafian
expresses it: “we must not go against tradition. We continue tradition by innovating it…
Those who claim to go against tradition have not fully understood tradition.”227
(translated by author). They used the heritage of Classical Iranian Music, its orally
transmitted rhythms and musical concepts, and with it formed pieces unique to each of
them.

CONCLUSION
Music for tombak duet began in the mid-20th century, which places its inception
in the ‘modern tombak era.’ The creation of groups composed solely of tombak-ha is an
important feature of this era. Compositions for tombak duet also share other
characteristics of this modern era: the use of Western based music notation and the
placement of the tombak in the musical foreground. Given all these connections, I
proposed that an in-depth look at compositions for tombak duet could serve as a useful
case study to better understand the modern tombak era. In particular, this research could
shed light on how the tombak is used as a foreground instrument in a written work. This
type of context differs from the tombak’s traditional setting, where it serves as an
accompaniment instrument performing a flexible orally transmitted repertoire.
During the 20th century, Western music notation and the Western concept of
composition were incorporated into Iranian university curriculums.228 This introduction,
coupled with the advent of tombak groups is what I believe led to the creation of pieces

227
228

Zarbafian, interview 2014.
During, “La musique traditionnelle,” 23.
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written solely for tombak-ha. So far, academic scholarship dealing with Iranian rhythms
have focused primarily on poetic structures and its relation to musical rhythms as well as
ancient Iranian rhythmic concepts. As a result, compositions for tombak duet have, to my
knowledge, not been studied systematically. This thesis has tried to bring this musical
phenomenon into the world of academic research.
My main focus in this research was to better understand the approaches and
methods taken by each composer to create their piece or pieces. I attempted to obtain this
insight through musical structural analyses. During these analyses, I paid particular
attention to compositional techniques for structuring the music. At the end of the
analyses, after having described and listed what I believed to be the pertinent details
about each piece and the composers’ compositional techniques, I compared the results of
each analysis to establish a more general sense of how music for tombak duet has been
composed.
By determining the composers’ approaches and methods for writing their music, I
believe to have shed light on two aspects of the modern tombak era. First, this research
provides details on how the tombak is treated in the context of a fixed written piece.
Second, it describes ways the tombak is treated as a foreground instrument.
As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, analyzing music for tombak on a
purely written level has certain disadvantages. The most significant disadvantage is that it
ignores the performance aspect of the written pieces. As a consequence, the analyses
undertaken in this study could not address the intricate rhythms and timbers of the actual
sonic realization of the pieces. It also could not address how the piece unfolds in real time
and how it is experienced by performers and listeners. In turn, what this analytical
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approach offers are precise characteristics that exist outside or behind the pieces’ sonic
actualizations. When taken as such, these characteristics can help us better understand the
musical framework within which or over which performances inhabit. This study
therefore offers some information that can be expend on or reevaluated in future studies.
The next step in this research could be to undertake a performance study of the pieces and
compare its results with the results of this study to see how they correlate.
Another feature of this analysis that can raise objections is the use of paradigmatic
musical analysis. Viewing the pieces in terms of segmentation, motives and variants,
push the analysis away from a more transformative and gestural view of the music. I
believe that further study analyzing these compositions from a different analytical
perspective could offer important insights on the inner workings of the pieces. It could
potentially connect the pieces to the oral tradition within which they are rooted, it can
also offer a more experiential view of the music. For the moment, I think that the analysis
done in this study offers at least one reference point for understanding this music. I
believe that the analysis was able to raise some important characteristics of each piece
and was particularly successful in describing the macro and micro structures of the
pieces. How these structures are to be understood and transformed into musical
performances can of course be determined and reevaluated in future studies.
Given the extensive developments the tombak has gone through during its modern
era and the limited scholarship on this topic, I believe there is still much research that can
be done to further our understanding of tombak compositions. For instance, analyzing
tombak duets by other composers; analyzing pieces written for other types of tombak
ensemble (trio, quartet, etc); studying how composers for tombak ensemble relate
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themselves and their music to the concepts of ‘tradition’ and ‘innovation’ in Iranian and
non-Iranian music; looking more closely at the similarities and differences between
‘traditional’ tombak playing and tombak playing in the ‘modern era’; comparing the
different musical contexts in which tombak playing has been found: tombak duet pieces,
solo pieces, pre-modern era accompaniment style, and modern accompaniment style;
understanding how compositional styles relate to social and extra-musical factors as well
as artistic identity; and looking at how gender plays a role in the performance and the
composition of tombak ensemble pieces (note that there are female tombak players but I
did not come across female composers while doing this research), connecting tombak
compositions to its oral musical roots, and approaching the study of this music from a
more experiential point of view. The present research was simply a first look at a much
larger topic that may be more fully addressed in future studies.
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Appendix 7-D, Dariush Zarbafian, motives and variants
(Only includes motives with variants)

Fariba Mouvement 1, Motives and variants
Motive 1
Motive and
Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4
Variant Number
1
A
B
A-1
C
1-1
A
D-1
A-4
C
1-2
A
B
A-1
C-1
Total number of different letters
1
2
1
1
Prominent Letters
A
B,D
A
C
Motive 2
Motive and
Variant Number
2
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
2-11
2-12
2-13
2-14
2-15
2-16
2-17
2-18
2-19
2-20
2-21
2-22
2-23

Cell 1

Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4

I

J
I-1
I-2
L
D
I-3
M
I-5
I-6
P
P-1
P-3
M-1
I-9
O-1
R
T
T-2
T-2
B-2
B-2
B-4
B-4
B-6

A-2
K
K
K
K
K
K
K-1
K
K
J-1
J-1
K
K
J-3
K
K
K-1
J-1
J-4
N-1
J-1
K
K-1

A-2
A-2
B-1
A-2
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-3
A-3
A-3
Q
Q
F-1
Q
R-1
T-1
T-3
T-3
B-3
B-3
B-3
B-5
B-5

C
C
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-1
C-2
C-2
C-3
C-3
C-4
C-4
C-4
C-4
C-2
C-2
C-2
C-4
C-4
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2-24
U
2-25
U
2-26
U
2-27
U-1
2-28
U-1
2-29
U-1
2-30
I-11
2-31
P-8
2-32
I-11
2-33
H-3
Total number of different letters
11
Prominent letters
I,U,B,P

K
K
D-1
K
D-2
H-9
K-1
J-5
Q-3
Q-4
6
K

B-5
B-7
E
B-7
B-7
A-2
Q
E
A-2
A-2
7
A,B

C-4
C-4
C-1
C-4
C-4
C
C-3
C
C-4
C-4
1
C

Motive 3
Them and
Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4
Variant Number
3
H-1
H
3-1
H-1
H-2
H
3-2
H-3
H-4
H-5
C-1
3-3
H-6
H-7
H-8
C
3-4
Q-2
Q
3-5
Q-2
D-1
Q
C-4
3-6
Q-2
D-1
Q
C-4
Total number of different letters
2
2
2
1
Prominent letters
H,Q
H,D
H,Q
C
Motive 4
Motive and
Cell 1 Cell 2
Variant Number
4
I-4
N
4-1
O
N
4-2
O-7
N
4-3
I-8
N
4-4
P-2
N
4-5
P-4
D-2
4-6
P-5
D-2
4-7
F
J-2
4-8
F-2
J-4
4-9
P-6
K-1
4-10
S
K-1
4-11
F-3
K
4-12
F-3
D-1
Total number of different letters
5
4

Cell 3 Cell
4
F-1
C-1
F-1
C-1
F-1
C-1
F-1
C-1
H
C-1
H
C-1
H
C-1
H
C-4
Q-1 C-4
P-7
P-1
P-1
B-5
C-4
5
1
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Prominent letters

P.F.I

N.D.K F,H,P

C
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Fariba Mouvement 2 motives and variants
Motive 1
Motive and
Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3
Variant Number
1
A
A
B
1-1
C
D
B
1-2
C-1
D
B
1-3
C
D-1
B
1-4
C-1
D-1
B
1-5
C
D
E
1-6
C-1
D
E
1-7
C
D-1
E-1
1-8
C-1
D-1
E-1
1-9
C-1
F
E-1
1-10
C
F
E-1
1-11
C-2
C-3
B
1-12
C-4
C-3
B
1-13
C-5
C-1
B
1-14
C-6
C-1
B
Total number of letters
2
4
2
Prominent letters
C
D,C
B,E
Motive 3
Motive and
Variant Number
3
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-6
3-7
3-8
3-9
3-10
3-11
3-12
3-13
3-14
3-15
3-16
3-17

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3
D-2
D-1
D-1
D-1
L
D-2
D-1
I-3
I-4
P
P-1
I-4
D-2
D-2
D-1
I-3
I-6

I
I
I
I-1
I-1
M-1
D-1
I-4
I-4
I-1
I-5
I-5
I-5
D-2
D-1
I-4
I-4

J
J
J-1
J-1
J
J-2
J
J-2
J-2
J-1
J
J
J
J
J-4
J-5
J-5
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3-18
3-19
Total number of different letters
Prominent letters

D-3
D-2
4
D

D-4
D-2
3
I

J-5
J-5
1
J

Motive 4
Motive and Variant Number
Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3
4
M
M
J-1
4-1
M-1
M-1
J
4-2
M
M
J
4-3
M-1
M-1
J-4
4-4
M-2
M-1
J-4
4-5
M-1
M-1
J-5
Total number of different letters
1
1
1
Prominent Letters
M
M
J
Motive 5
Motive and Variant Number
Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3
5
O
O
J-2
5-1
D-2
O
J-2
5-2
O
O
J
5-3
O
O-1
J-5
5-4
O-1
O
J-6
Total number of different letters
2
1
1
Prominent letters
O
O
J
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Fariba Mouvement 3, motives and variants
Motive 1
Motive and Variant Number
Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4
1
A
B
A-1
C
1-1
A
B-9
A-1
C-1
1-2
A-5
D-1
A-4
C
Total number of different letters
1
2
1
1
Prominent letters
A
B
A
C
Motive 2
Motive and Variant Number

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell
4
2
I-10
J-6
A-2 C-3
2-1
F-3
J-2
F-1
C-1
2-2
I-10
Q-6
A-1 C-3
2-3
F-3
A-2 C-1
Total number of different letters
2
2
2
1
Prominent letters
F
J
A
C
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Fariba Mouvement 4 part 1, motives and variants
Motive 1
Motive and Variant Number
1
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
1-10
1-11
1-12
1-13
1-14
Total number of different letters
Prominent letters
Motive 2
Motive and Variant Number
2
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
2-11
Total number of different letters
Prominent letters
Motive 3
Motive and Variant Number
3
3-1
Total number of different
letters
Prominent letters

Cell 1
Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4 Cell 5 Cell 6
A
B
B
C
D
E
A-1
E
E
C
D
E
A-1
B-1
B-1
C
D
E
A-1
E-1
E-1
K
D
E
A-1
E
E
J
D
E
A-1
B-1
B-1
K
D
E
A-1
E-1
E-1
J
D
E
A-1
L
E-1
C-1
G-1
E-1
A-2
L
E-1
C-2
G-2
E-1
A-1
L
E-1
J
G-1
E-1
A-3
L
E-1
M
L
E-1
A-4
G-1
E-1
J
G-3
E-1
A-5
L
E-1
M
L
E-1
G-4/ E-1
G-5
E-1
J
G-4
E-1
G/ E-1
L-1
E-1
M
L-1
E-1
2
4
2
4
3
1
A
L, E, B
E
C, J, M D,G
E
Cell 1
Cell 2
Cell 3 Cell4 Cell 5
N
N
J
G-4
E-1
N-1
M
L
E-1
N
N-2
J
O
E-1
N-1
L
M
O-1
E-1
N-2
L/E-1
J
O
E-1
N-2
L-4/E-/
M
O-3
E-1
N-2
N-3
J
O-1
E-1
N-2
N-3
M
O-4
E-2
P/ P-1
N-2
J
O
E-1
P-2/ P-2 G-2/ L
M
O-4
E-2
P/ P-1
P/ P-1
J
O
E-1
P-2/ P-3 P-2/ P-3
M
O-4
E-2
2
5
2
3
1
N
N,L
J,M
O
E
Cell
1
O
O-2
1

Cell
2
L-2
L
1

Cell
3
L
L-3
1

Cell
4
E-1
E-1
1

O

L

L

E

Cell
5
J
M
2
J,M

Cell
6
O
O-1
1

Cell
7
E-1
E-1
1

O

E
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Fariba Mouvement 4 part 2, motives and variants
Motive 1
Motive and Variant
Number
1
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
1-10
1-11
1-12
1-13
1-14
1-15
1-16
1-17
1-18
1-19
1-20
1-21
1-22
1-23
1-24
1-25
1-26
1-27
1-28
1-29
1-30
1-31
1-32
1-33
1-34
1-35
1-36
1-37
1-38
1-39

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell
3
A
A-1
B
A-2
A-1
B
A-1
A-1
B
G
C-1
B
A-1
C
B
C-1
D-1
E
H
D-1
E
G
I
E
A
I-1
E
A-2
E-1
F-1
K
G
F
G-2
G
F
G-1
G-1
L
G-2
G
L
A-1
H-1
F-1
E-2
E-2
L
E-3
E-4
F-3
E-2
E-2
L
E-5
E-2
L-1
G-2
G-2
L
J-1
J-1
P
A-2
E-6
L
A-4
A-5
P
G
A-1
F
M-1
A-3
F-5
G-4
A-1
P-1
J-2
A-6
P-2
E-7
E-2
P-3
E-3
E-4
P-5
G-4
E-2
P-3
J-2
A-6
P-5
E-8
E-8
R
E-9
E-9
R-1
E-8
E-8
R
E-9
E-9
R-1
C
C
R
A-8
A-8
R-1
G-3
G-3
F-7
M
M
F-7
H-3
H-3
S

Cell 4
C
C
C
C-1
C
C
H
G-1
A-2
G
G
G
G
G-2
E-1
C
C-2
C-1
C-3
O
A-3
G-3
M-1
G-3
M-1
G-4
J-1
Q
E-4
Q
E-4
G-4
J-1
G-4
J-1
Q
E-10
N
N-2
G

Cell
5
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
I-1
I
I-2
I-2
I-2
I-2
I-2
I-2
I-2
I-2
I-3
I-3
I-3
I-3
I-2
I-2
I-2
I-2
I-3
I-4
I-3
I-3
I-3
I-3
I-3
I-4
I-3
I-4
I-3
I-4
I-3
I-3
I-3

Cell 6 Cell
7
E
F
E
F
E
F
E
F
E
F
E
F
E
F
E
F
E
F
E
F
E
F
E
F
E
F
N
F
E-2
F-2
N
F
E-2
F-2
N
F
E-2
F-2
N-1
F-4
E-1
F-2
N-1
F-4
E-1
F-2
N-1
F-4
E-1
F-2
N
P-1
E-2
P-1
N
P-4
E-2
P-6
N
P-4
A-6
P-7
N-1
P-6
A-6
P-7
Q
P-4
A-6
P-7
N
P-4
A-6
P-7
N-1
P-8
A-6
P
N
P-1
283

1-40
1-41
1-42
1-43
1-44
1-45
1-46
1-47
1-48
1-49
1-50
1-51
1-52
1-53
1-54
1-55
1-56
1-57
1-58
1-59
1-60
1-61
1-62
1-63
1-64
1-65
1-66
Total number of different
letters
Prominent letters

O-1
H-3
O-1
G-2
T
G-3
J-2
E-7
E-3
E-2
E-3
H-4
H-4
C-4
J-2
M
J-2
G-8
M-1
Q
E-9
Q
E-9
Q-4
A-5
Q-4
A-5
11

O-1
H-3
O-1
G
T-1
G-1
J-2
E-2
E-4
E-2
E-4
H-4
H-4
C-5
M-2
M
M-2
G-3
M
Q-1
E-11
Q-1
E-11
Q-5
A-10
Q-5
A-10
12

F-8
S
F-8
L
L
L
R-2
L
P-10
L
P-10
L
P-10
L
P-5
L
P-5
L
P-5
P-3
P-5
P-3
P-5
P-3
P-5
P-3
P-5
7

J
G-1
J
Q
Q
Q
A-5
Q
A-8
Q
A-8
H-4
H-4
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
Q-1
B-1
Q-5
A-6
Q-5
A-6
12

E,A,G E,A,G P,C,F Q,C,U

I-3
I-3
I-3
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
Q-2
E-12
Q-2
E-13
Q-2
B-2
Q-2
B-3
5

A-9
N-1
A-8
N
A-8
Q
A-8
Q
A-8
Q
A-8
G-5
A-8
G-5
G-6
G-7
G-6
G-5
G-6
W
W
W
Q-3
W
Q-6
W
U-1
7

P
P-8
P-9
P-4
P-5
P-4
P-5
P-4
P-5
P-4
P-5
P-11
P-5
V
V
V
V
V
V
P-3
P-12
P-3
P-5
P-3
P-5
P-13
P-13
3

I

E,N,A

F.P
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Fariba Mouvement 5, motives and variants
Motive 1
Motive and Variant Number
Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4
1
A
B
C
D
1-1
A-1
B
C
D
1-2
E
B
C
D
1-3
E-1
B
C
D
1-4
E-2
B
C
D
1-5
E-3
B
C
D
1-6
E-2
F
C
D
1-7
G
H
C
D
1-8
A-2
B
C
D
1-9
A-3
B
C
D
1-10
A-4
H
C-1
D
1-11
A-2
H-1
C-2
D
1-12
A-5
H-1
C-3
D
1-13
A-6
H-1
C-4
D
1-14
A-7
H-1
C-4
D
1-15
A-8
H-1
C-5
D
1-16
E-3
H-1
D
D
Total number of different letters
3
3
2
1
Prominetn letters
A,E
B,H
C
D
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Appendix 7-E, Dariush Zarbafian, cells and variants
(Only includes cells with variants)

Movement 1- cells and variants
Variant Cell A
Number

Cell B

Cell C Cell D

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Variant Cell F
Number

Cell H

Cell I

Cell J

1
2

3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10

287

Variant Number Cell K

Cell M

Cell N

Cell O

1

Variant
Number

Cell P

Cell Q

Cell R

Cell T

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

288

8

Variant Number Cell U

1

289

Movement 2- cells and variants
Variant Number Cell C

Cell D

Cell E

Cell I

1
2
3
4
5
6

Variant Number Cell J

Cell K

Cell P Cell M

Cell O

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Movement 3-cells and variants
Variant Number Cell A

Cell B

Cell C

1
2
3
4
5
(...)
8
9

Variant Number Cell F

Cell J

Cell Q

Cell X

1
2
3
(...)
6
7
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Movement 4 part 1-cells and variants
Variant Number Cell A

Cell B

Cell C

Cell E

1

2
3
4

5

6
7
Variant Number Cell G

Cell H Cell J

Cell L

1
2
3
4

292

5

Variant Numbers Cell N

Cell O

Cell P

1

2

3

4

293

Movement 4 part 2-cells and variants
Variant Number Cell A

Cell B

Cell C

Cell D

Cell E

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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Variant
Number

Cell F

Cell G

Cell H

Cell I

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Variant
Number

Cell J

Cell L

Cell M

Cell N

Cell O

1
2
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3

Variant Number Cell P

Cell Q

Cell R

Cell T

Cell U

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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Movement 5-cells and variants
Variants Number Cell A

Cell C

Cell E

1

2

3
4

5

6
7
8
Variant Number Cell H

Cell I

1
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